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It’s never too early
(or too late!)
to get planning.
Sign up for RTO/ERO’s FREE
retirement planning workshops
and plan the adventure
of a lifetime.
rto-ero.org/retirement-planning

Who should sign up?
Employees from the broader education community
(early years, K-12, post-secondary, etc.) within 5 years
of expected retirement… or anyone else who wants
to learn more about retirement planning.
Attendees could win an iPad Air
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2018 Premier’s Awards
nominee:
Sherry Lickers
RECE, AECEO.C
Congratulations to Sherry
Lickers RECE, AECEO.C on
being nominated for the 2018
Premier’s Awards, celebrating
Ontario’s outstanding college
graduates. Sherry is the
Supervisor at Six Nations
Child Care Services, has
been a member of the AECEO since the 1990s and is
Chair on the Association’s Guiding Committee on Truth
and Reconciliation.
This posting from the Premier’s Awards website outlines Sherry’s
remarkable accomplishments:
Sherry Lickers is bridging the gap between mainstream and First
Nations early childhood education (ECE) and changing the lives
of hundreds of Indigenous children a year. She founded Ontario’s
first diverse network of educators and contributed directly to
the inclusion of Indigenous principles in Ontario’s early years
strategy. At Six Nations Child Care Services, she launched an
infant centre to help teenage mothers continue their education
and established a program to address parenting challenges
caused by the residential school system. She is also an Ontario
college educator, who led a revitalization of the ECE curriculum
to include the First Nations’ perspectives.
About the Premier’s Awards:
The Premier’s Awards honour the important social and
economic contribution that college graduates make to Ontario
and throughout the world. The awards were launched in 1992
and are administered by Colleges Ontario.
Presented annually, the Premier’s Awards recognize graduates
in the following seven categories – Apprenticeship, Business,
Community Services, Creative Arts and Design, Health Sciences,
Recent Graduate, and Technology.
A total of 118 nominees will be celebrated at the 2018 Premier’s
Awards gala, which will take place on Monday, November 26, at
the Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel.
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CALL F OR
ARTICLES
Issue: Spring 2019
Special Issue: Critical perspectives on inclusion
of children with disabilities in early childhood
settings. We welcome submissions that answer
the question: What does inclusion mean? through
looking at inclusive practices and approaches to
fostering inclusive environments for children with
disabilities rather than on specific programs for
particular types of disabilities.
Submission deadline: December 15, 2018
Please email manuscript submission to
info@aeceo.ca

Author Guidelines
Subject parameters (unless a special issue is announced): Early
Childhood Policy, Early Childhood Practice, Early Childhood
Pedagogy, Social Justice in ECE, Professionalism, Disability and
Inclusion in ECE, Environmentalism in ECE, Collaborative Practices,
Diversity in ECE, Action Research in ECE, Early Childhood Classroom
Issues at the Program Level, Pedagogical documentation, Engaging
How does Learning Happen?

Form and Style
Style should be consistent with the Publication Manual of the
American Psychological Association (6th Edition). The journal uses
Canadian spelling; please consult the Oxford Canadian Dictionary.
The editors welcome manuscripts between 5000-8000 words.
Please email info@aeceo.ca for the full submission guidelines
Please note that you can submit manuscripts following the subject
parameters at any time to be considered for the peer review process,
please send manuscripts in Microsoft Word format to info@aeceo.
ca. You can also submit general content articles (non peer reviewed)
at anytime to be considered for publication in the eceLink magazine,
please send general content to info@aeceo.ca
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RENEWAL TIME?

DON’T FORGET TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP!
As a member of the AECEO you are part of a community that takes the ECE profession to the next level.
Being a member is the best way to stay involved and connect with others who share your passion.
renewing your membership helps to ensure that we are able to continue to promote the profession,
keep you informed, support your professional growth and advocate on your behalf.
Simply put, belonging to your professional association makes good professional sense.

Keep Informed, Stay Connected!
As the professional association for ECEs in Ontario, the AECEO provides members with vital,
up-to-date information about early learning and care.
keep informed and stay connected by notifying us of changes to your contact information,
particularly your email address. Please contact membership@aeceo.ca to confirm or
update your current contact information.
we Offer severAl wAys fOr yOu TO sTAy infOrmed:
Our frequent e-bulletins
are filled with up to date
information, resources and
professional development
opportunities. Not receiving
them? Contact us to get
yourself in the loop.
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Are you tweeting?
We are! Find us at
www.twitter.com/aeceo
and click “follow” to
receive our latest tweets.

Are you on Facebook?
We are! Find us at
www.facebook.com/aeceo
and click “like” to join our
online community. We will post
upcoming event info, news and
announcements on this page.

Looking Back, Looking Forward:
Professional Pay and Decent
Work Campaign Update
The professional pay and decent
work campaign continues to
organize early childhood educators
(ECEs), early years staff, parents,
and community members to join
together in an ECE led movement for
decent work. The AECEO continues
to work with our partners, the
Ontario Coalition for Better Child
Care (OCBCC), the Atkinson Centre
for Society and Child Development,
and the Institute for Change Leaders
in supporting and empowering our
ECE led movement. Looking back
and looking forward, there have been
many successes, and there are many
more to come.
Building on our campaign’s success in
2017, ECEs, early years staff, and parents
organized for professional pay and
decent work leading into the Ontario
provincial election. It is a considerable
win that decent work for ECEs and early
years staff was a significant platform
issue.

As we continue our campaign under
our new government, we are working
to organize ECEs, early years staff,
parents and community members to get
the change we need in the early years
sector. We are garnering support for the
Ontario Early Childhood Sector Decent
Work Charter. Developed by the AECEO’s
Decent Work Task Force, the Decent Work
Charter is an aspirational document that
encapsulates the principles of decent
work within workplaces, communities
and the broader society. We are engaging
our local Communities of Practice (CoPs)
in Halton, Thunder Bay, Waterloo,
Ottawa and Toronto to reach out in their

communities and seek support for the
Charter. Our collective voice is louder and
more powerful when we are standing
together. We must rally support for the
Decent Work Charter and continue to
make gains at the provincial level.

In 2018, the Ontario government
released Growing Together Ontario’s
Early Years and Child Care Workforce
Strategy recognizing the invaluable role
that ECEs and early years staff play in the
experiences of young children in early
years programs. This document also
outlined five action areas to address the
challenges facing Ontario’s early years
workforce, including establishing a wage
grid and addressing working conditions.
We believe that it is essential our new
government continue the important
work towards full implementation of the
Early Years and Child Care Workforce
Strategy. The AECEO, our project
partners, and local CoPs will continue
to engage with policy makers and their
elected representatives, ensuring that
the AECEO’s Decent Work Task Force’s
policy recommendations Transforming
Work in Ontario’s Early Years and
Child Care Sector are adopted and the
government prioritizes decent work for
Ontario’s ECEs and early years staff.

As we look forward, there are many
opportunities to organize and raise
our collective voice. On October 16th,
communities across the province will be
celebrating Child Care Worker and Early
Childhood Educator Appreciation Day!
For the 2nd year in a row, the AECEO and
OCBCC are declaring a Provincial Week of
Action, combined with ECE Appreciation
Day, in support of the campaign for
professional pay and decent work.

During the Week of Action (October
14th- 21st ) we want to highlight our
ECEPower by raising the voices of ECEs
and early years staff across Ontario in
calling for long overdue appreciation,
professional pay and decent work.

In partnership with the OCBCC, we have
created a toolkit designed to encourage
and support planning local actions to
call for professional pay and decent
work in your community. We can’t wait
to see ECEs, early years staff, parents
and community members across the
province raising their voice together!
You can access the toolkit on our website
(http://www.aeceo.ca/campaign_tool_
kit), which has all the materials you need
to get started in your community.
Moving forward, we are excited to be
reconvening the AECEO’s Decent Work
Task Force to continue the important
work we began with the Decent Work
Charter. We are expanding our local
outreach, establishing two new CoP’s in
Ontario, and beginning the important
work of planning an FDK Summit to bring
together ECEs, allies, and community
partners to address the significant
issues around working conditions that
were identified in our 2017 consultation
survey. With a busy year ahead, we are
invigorated and feel a sense of urgency
to continue the important work and
victories of the Professional Pay and
Decent Work campaign so far. The
AECEO will optimize our strength as the
professional association for all RECEs
in Ontario and continue to support,
promote, and empower ECEs and the
early childhood profession.
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Plan and participate in
community events: Stroller
Brigades, Paint your
Appreciation

Connect with your municipal
candidates or MPP

Humans of ECE- Share your
Short Story

Celebrate Child Care
Worker and Early Childhood
Educator Appreciation Day
October 16

WEEK OF ACTION
OCT 14 - 21

Publish
Champions for
Children Action
Toolkit

2019
ONTARIO
BUDGET

MAR 2019

Launch provincial
advocacy materials
& actions in support
of workforce policy
recommendations

Publish French
Decent Work
Charter

Publish Ontario
Budget
Submission

Mobilize for the
Federal Election

Publish FDK
Summit
findings &
recommendations

3rd Annual
Week of
Action

Federal
election

TO COME:

SEPT 2019

Advocacy for increased public
funding for implementation

Evaluate & respond to
2019 Budget; AECEO
meet with CoPs planning actions &
facilitating expansion
Outreach for endorsements

Develop local CoPs in
two new communities
& campaign for 2019
Ontario Budget

FDK
SUMMIT

JULY 2019

Outreach/planning for Provincial Summit on FDK to be held in July 2019

OCT 22, 2018
MUNICIPAL
ELECTION

JAN 2019

Decent Work Charter: Develop tools for child care/early years programs

Pre-election
mobilization: Local
CoP activities to build
capacity & support the
campaign

OCT 2018

Professional Pay and Decent Work Campaign Timeline

Ontario’s Early Childhood Sector Decent Work Charter

In 2017, the AECEO’s Decent Work
Task Force developed the Ontario Early
Childhood Sector Decent Work Charter,
an aspirational document reflecting the
experiences and perspectives of early
childhood educators (ECEs) and early
years staff across Ontario. It is with
great excitement we are launching the
French charter, Charte pour un travail
décent dans le secteur de l’éducation à
la petite enfance de l’Ontario.

As an aspirational document, the Charter
was created to inspire and encourage ECEs,
early years staff, and programs to continue
to explore the ways in which decent work
is experienced in the early years sector.
As well, in thinking critically about our
working conditions, we can aspire to
address the many challenges and issues that
the workforce is currently experiencing.
The Decent Work Charter encapsulates the
principles of decent work within workplaces,
communities and the broader society. We all
value young children and their families and
strive to provide quality experiences for
these same children and families. Making a
commitment to the principles of decent work furthers quality programs and services.

We also recognize there are structural challenges. The AECEO’s Decent Work Task Force published the policy
recommendations, Transforming Work in Ontario’s Early Years and Child Care Sector to inform government of what
is necessary to address the systemic and structural supports that early years and child care programs/organizations
require in order to meet the principles of decent work set out in the Charter. This change is a foundation which makes
ethical, pedagogical practice possible yet, the lack of consistent, good funding and policy means much of these changes
are out of the reach of many employers. We know your resources are limited, we know you want more, and we know we
need real change in the early years sector.
So why endorse the Decent Work Charter?

With a new provincial government, it is more important than ever that we come together and raise our collective voice,
and continue to call for the change we know we desperately need in the early years sector. We must continue to call
on the government to fund professional pay and decent work for all ECEs and early years staff in Ontario regardless of
where they work. We must call on the government to address current systemic and structural barriers, so that all ECEs
and early years staff can experience decent work. Endorsing the Charter shows agreement with its vision and that the
organization is willing to work toward an Ontario that supports employers to put its principles in place. Your voice
matters and we are stronger together.
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Charte pour un travail décent dans le secteur de l’éducation
à la petite enfance de l’Ontario
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La Charte pour un travail décent dans le secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance de
l’Ontario a été créée par l’Association des éducatrices et des éducateurs de la petite
enfance de l’Ontario (AECEO) en tant qu’outil parmi d’autres pour mobiliser des
actions communes afin d’accroître la reconnaissance des personnes travaillant
dans le secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance et d’améliorer leur rémunération
et leurs conditions de travail.

L’objectif principal de cette charte est de promouvoir au sein des cultures
organisationnelles du secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance (garderies,
programmes destinés aux enfants et aux familles, services de garde en milieu
familial réglementés, maternelle à temps plein) une vision de ce qu’est le travail
décent. Pour ce faire, les organisations devront s’engager à créer de bons emplois
et à mettre en place des structures, des politiques et des pratiques qui soutiennent
les organisations et les personnes dans leurs efforts pour appliquer des principes
du travail décent.

En s’engageant à appliquer les principes du travail décent, les organisations créent des milieux de travail de qualité qui, à
leur tour, sont le fondement sur lequel repose le bien-être des personnes, des familles et des collectivités, un fondement qui
intègre les structures économiques et sociales propices au développement et à l’épanouissement des enfants.

Valeurs pour guider nos actions

Bien que les quatre fondements de l’apprentissage présentés dans le guide pédagogique de l’Ontario, Comment apprend-on?,
ont pour objet d’orienter le travail des professionnelles et des professionnels œuvrant auprès des enfants et des familles, nous
croyons qu’ils s’harmonisent aux valeurs de la main-d’œuvre en soi :
APPARTENANCE : Reconnaissance des employé-e-s en tant que professionnels
BIEN-ÊTRE : Rémunération de niveau professionnel
ENGAGEMENT : Perfectionnement professionnel 		
EXPRESSION : Milieux de travail de qualité

Définir le travail décent
Reconnaissance des employé-e-s en tant que professionnels appréciés : Engagement à mettre en place et maintenir des structures
et des ressources internes et externes qui reconnaissent le rôle déterminant que jouent les employé-e-s du secteur de l’éducation à la
petite enfance au chapitre de la qualité des services offerts.
Salaire/rémunération de niveau professionnel : Engagement à mettre en œuvre et maintenir des stratégies de rémunération de
niveau professionnel pour un travail de niveau professionnel.
Perfectionnement professionnel : Engagement à mettre en place et maintenir des structures et des ressources pour soutenir les
professionnelles et les professionnels de la petite enfance dans tous les aspects de leur perfectionnement professionnel continu.
Milieux de travail de qualité : Engagement à mettre en place et maintenir des structures et des ressources pour promouvoir
l’appartenance, l’inclusion, la diversité, le bien-être, l’engagement et l’expression dans le milieu de travail.

Je m’engage
En tant qu’employeur/organisation du secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance, nous signons cette charte afin de confirmer notre engagement à promouvoir une réforme nécessaire des politiques pour améliorer les conditions de travail
de toutes et de tous. Nous reconnaissons que les principes du travail décent sont intrinsèquement liés à la qualité des
programmes et des services éducatifs destinés aux enfants et à leurs familles.
En tant que chefs de file dans nos collectivités, nous adopterons et prônerons des pratiques qui font la promotion du
travail décent et en maintiennent les caractéristiques et nous nous associerons aux actions communes de nos partenaires communautaires, des réseaux du secteur de la petite enfance, des associations, des décideurs et des bailleurs de
fonds, pour étendre l’accès à des conditions de travail décentes pour la main-d’œuvre du secteur.

Signature :

Organisation :

				

Date :
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Charte pour un travail décent dans le
secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance
de l’Ontario: Document à l’appui

Créer un travail décent
En 2010, le gouvernement de l’Ontario a lancé un ambitieux plan visant la modernisation du secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance. Pour commencer, les programmes et les services d’éducation à la petite enfance, qui
relevaient du ministère des Services à l’enfance et à la jeunesse, sont passés sous la gouverne du ministère de
l’Éducation, et la maternelle à temps complet a été déployée en Ontario. La loi et ses règlements correspondants ont été actualisés, un cadre pour assurer la cohérence du secteur a été mis en place et un document
pédagogique a été publié comme source d’inspiration.

Ces mesures pour faire progresser le secteur sont audacieuses et sont un moyen d’accroître la qualité, l’abordabilité et l’accessibilité des services destinés aux enfants et aux familles.
En outre, le ministère a augmenté ses investissements dans le secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance et
nous saluons les efforts faits à ce jour. Par ailleurs, universitaires, chercheurs et militants s’entendent tous et
toutes pour dire que pour réaliser ce plan global de modernisation du secteur il faut également investir dans
la main-d’œuvre du secteur.
La Charte pour un travail décent dans le secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance de l’Ontario a été produite
par l’Association des éducatrices et des éducateurs de la petite enfance de l’Ontario (AECEO). Il s’agit d’une
des composantes pour mobiliser des actions communes afin d’améliorer la reconnaissance, la rémunération
et les conditions de travail de ceux et celles qui travaillent dans ce secteur.

La charte vise en premier lieu à promouvoir au sein des cultures organisationnelles du secteur de l’éducation
à la petite enfance (garderies, programmes destinés aux enfants et aux familles, services de garde en milieu
familial réglementés, maternelle à temps plein) une vision de qui caractérise le travail décent. Cette vision
exigera des organisations qu’elles s’engagent à créer de bons emplois et à mettre en place des structures, des
politiques et des pratiques qui soutiennent les organisations et les personnes dans leurs efforts pour appliquer les principes sous-tendant le travail décent.
Lorsque les organisations adhèrent aux principes qui sous-tendent le travail décent, elles créent des milieux
de travail de qualité qui sont le fondement sur lequel repose le bien-être des personnes, des familles et des
collectivités, un fondement qui intègre les structures économiques et sociales favorables au développement
et à l’épanouissement des enfants.

L’AECEO et ses partenaires s’engagent à collaborer avec le gouvernement et le secteur de l’éducation à la petite
enfance afin de créer et de soutenir les conditions nécessaires à la mise en œuvre de la Charte pour un travail
décent dans le secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance de l’Ontario.

Définir le travail décent (exemples)

Reconnaissance des employé-e-s en tant que professionnels appréciés :
Engagement à mettre en place et maintenir des structures et des ressources internes et externes qui reconnaissent le rôle déterminant que jouent les employé-e-s du secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance au chapitre de la
qualité des services offerts.
•

Un processus de recrutement et de promotion juste et transparent, notamment des politiques d’équité et
de diversité.
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•

Des politiques qui contribuent à la planification de la relève et des pratiques pour encourager et reconnaître le leadership, notamment des stratégies d’encadrement et d’accompagnement des employé-e-s.

•

La reconnaissance, le renforcement et la valorisation par les organisations du rôle des éducatrices et des
éducateurs agréés dans tous les milieux de travail; ce qui se traduit par des employé-e-s ayant un degré
suffisant d’autonomie pour prendre les décisions au quotidien et par leur reconnaissance en tant que
partenaires bien informés et professionnels au sein de l’équipe pédagogique.

•

Des politiques et des pratiques qui reconnaissent et appuient les efforts des éducatrices et des éducateurs
pour respecter le code de déontologie et les normes de pratique de l’Ordre des éducateurs et éducatrices
à la petite enfance de l’Ontario.

Salaire et rémunération de niveau professionnel

Engagement à mettre en œuvre et maintenir des stratégies de rémunération de niveau professionnel pour un
travail de niveau professionnel.
•

Une rémunération juste en fonction du niveau d’éducation, de l’expérience et des responsabilités.

•

Des avantages sociaux (assurance maladie complémentaire, régime de retraite/REER).

•
•
•

Un plan prévoyant des augmentations salariales annuelles pour tenir compte du coût de la vie.

Des stratégies novatrices pour permettre de verser un salaire ou de fournir un emploi sur toute l’année et
la limitation des quarts de travail fractionnés et des contrats à court terme.
La participation aux différents programmes de financement visant à soutenir les salaires.

Perfectionnement professionnel :

Engagement à mettre en place et maintenir des structures et des ressources pour soutenir les professionnelles et
professionnels de la petite enfance dans tous les aspects de leur perfectionnement professionnel continu.
•

Des ressources (incluant temps et financement) pour suivre du perfectionnement professionnel avec des
collègues.

•

Du soutien et des ressources pour l’encadrement et l’accompagnement des étudiant-e-s.

•
•

De la formation en cours d’emploi.

L’évaluation du rendement pour à la fois de souligner les réalisations, définir les aspirations professionnelles et appuyer les stratégies de cheminement professionnel.

Milieux de travail de qualité

Engagement à mettre en place et maintenir des structures et des ressources pour promouvoir l’appartenance,
l’inclusion, la diversité, le bien-être, l’engagement et l’expression dans le milieu de travail.
•
•
•

Les conseils d’administration des organismes à but non lucratif possèdent l’éventail d’expériences et de
compétences requis pour définir la vision et les orientations de l’organisation et assumer un leadership
efficace, fondé sur des pratiques et des principes rigoureux.

Des pratiques et des stratégies qui encouragent une communication efficace de haut en bas et de bas en
haut et une communication ouverte et transparente entre le personnel, les parents et les bénévoles.
Créer une culture de travail accessible, inclusive, collaborative, à l’écoute, respectueuse et sûre, notamment adopter des politiques et des procédures équitables et transparentes.
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•

Avoir des descriptions de tâches claires et significatives.

•

S’assurer que les mécanismes de plainte et de résolution de conflits existants sont clairement présentés,
compris et systématiquement mis en œuvre au besoin.

•

•

Fournir des ressources et de l’équipement pour aider employé-e-s à se conformer aux normes de qualité;
par ex., avoir des périodes de planification rémunérées.
Des politiques et des pratiques qui font la promotion de la santé et du bien-être.
◊

Des congés de maladie et des jours de vacances payés.

◊

Des politiques qui encouragent la prise en considération des horaires des employés.

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Voir à ce que le temps alloué à la planification soit distinct du temps alloué aux pauses.
Des pièces réservées au personnel qui contiennent de la documentation et où les employé-e-s peuvent se reposer.
Des stratégies pour réduire le stress (p. ex. des activités pour développer l’esprit d’équipe).

Des politiques, des pratiques et un code de conduite pour contrer la violence et le harcèlement, y
compris aucune tolérance à l’égard de comportements irrespectueux.
Ces comités paritaires en santé au travail et normes du travail.

L’accès à des éducatrices et éducateurs suppléants qualifiés pour remplacer le personnel éducateur.

Engagements et actions
A) En tant que secteur : travailler en collaboration et de concert avec d’autres intervenants importants
(décideurs, bailleurs de fonds, syndicats et partenaires communautaires) à créer les conditions requises et propices au travail décent dans le secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance.
B) Les organisations et les employeurs : s’efforceront de mettre en œuvre graduellement et en
fonction du financement reçu des pratiques de travail décent.

C) À l’échelle de la société : travailler en collaboration avec ses partenaires du secteur, les collectivités
locales et d’autres mouvements pour le travail décent à créer les conditions requises pour offrir à
tous et à toutes un travail décent.
A)

En tant que secteur :
a.

Présenter les pratiques de travail décent de différents milieux de travail.

c.

Réclamer une échelle salariale provinciale équitable et le financement public correspondant.

b.
d.
e.

Créer des formations conjointes et élaborer d’autres stratégies communes de gestion des
ressources humaines.
Réclamer l’amélioration des conditions de travail et de la rémunération.

Augmenter l’accès à l’emploi à temps plein toute l’année, et relier entre eux les postes à
temps partiel offerts dans diverses organisations.
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f.

Élaborer des stratégies de rétention du personnel.

h.

Créer des occasions d’échanger sur les pratiques.

g.
B)

Organisations et employeurs :
a.
b.
c.

C)

Améliorer la reconnaissance de la profession.

Signer la Charte pour un travail décent dans le secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance de
l’Ontario pour manifester son appui aux principes généraux sous-tendant le travail décent.

Promouvoir des initiatives et participer à des actions militantes pour créer les conditions à la
base d’un travail décent dans le secteur.
Créer un plan pour la mise en œuvre graduelle des conditions du travail décent au sein de
l’organisation à l’aide des outils produits dans le cadre de la phase II de la Charte.

À l’échelle de la société :
a.
b.
c.

d.

Travailler collectivement pour soutenir des politiques provinciales et fédérales liées au
marché du travail et aux normes du travail qui assureront à tous et à toutes en Ontario un
travail décent.

Participer à des actions militantes et soutenir les politiques publiques qui visent la création
d’un réseau de services de garde de qualité et abordables permettant aux parents de travailler à temps plein ou de poursuivre des études et de la formation.
Procéder à l’achat de biens et de services externes sous l’angle du travail décent.

Appuyer, soutenir et promouvoir les campagnes et les initiatives pour le travail décent ( p. ex.
les campagnes entourant le salaire minimum/salaire de subsistance).

Prochaine étape - plan de mise en œuvre de pratiques de travail
décent
•
•
•
•

Publier et promouvoir auprès du gouvernement de l’Ontario des recommandations de politiques qui
créeront les conditions nécessaires à la mise en œuvre de pratiques de travail décent dans le secteur.

Formuler le plan stratégique d’un appel à l’action collective et mener une campagne de promotion
provinciale pour influencer la stratégie de main-d’œuvre du ministère de l’Éducation et s’assurer que
le gouvernement mette en œuvre les recommandations de politiques en matière de travail décent.
Produire et diffuser de la documentation qui encouragera et aidera les organisations du secteur de
l’éducation à la petite enfance à donner suite aux engagements et aux actions associés à la Charte du
travail décent dans le secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance de l’Ontario.

Créer des mécanismes pour permettre aux particuliers et aux employeurs de documenter et de partager leur succès à promouvoir et la soutenir des pratiques de travail décent.
La Charte pour un travail décent dans le secteur de l’éducation à la petite enfance de l’Ontario
est une version adaptée de la charte créée par les centres communautaires de Toronto.
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Using Communities of Practice to Enhance
the Quality of Early Childhood Programs
Katie Stortz

Do you want to enhance the quality of your program? Do
you want to build strong communities of practice within
your organization? Whether you are at a big centre,
small centre, for profit, non-profit, or a Kindergarten
classroom, engaging in communities of practice is a
powerful professional learning approach that contributes
to establishing quality programs (Carter, 2010).

Throughout this article you will learn more about communities
of practice and the importance of these communities in an early
childhood setting. I will refer to two centres who participated
in a communities of practice pilot project for 8 weeks. Although
this idea was not completely new to these centres, the pilot
project was necessary to find a way to make it more consistent
and effective. There were nine educators who participated in
all aspects of the initiative, which included a learning session,
two team meetings and self-directed professional learning
experiences. These educators gave feedback throughout their
experience to help strengthen the process moving forward.
They also participated in two surveys to share their experience
about their participation.

What is a Community of Practice?

A community of practice is a group of people who share a
concern or passion for something they do and learn how to do
it better as they interact over time (Curtis, Lebo, Cividanes, &
Carter, 1993). The community has an interest or idea they want
to delve into and truly understand, which engages educators in
reflecting on their practice.
Communities of practice help strengthen your image of
yourself as a thinker and generator of knowledge as opposed
to a consumer of other people’s thinking (Curtis, Lebo,
Cividanes, & Carter, 1993). Being a consumer of other people’s
thinking is normal in this day and age. What’s worrisome is
that educators may turn to these wonderful online ideas
before truly taking the time to observe children, make meaning
of these observations, and plan from these observations. This
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is where communities of practice play a crucial role, as they
give educators opportunities to really delve into their ideas
and create an organizational culture that asks questions and
focuses on the learning more than the teaching (Carter, 2010).

As we engage in communities of practice we become part of
a team of reflective practitioners that uses a more solutions
based approach. There are so many reasons why we can’t do
something. Some of these barriers are out of our control. As we
engage in these communities we put a strong focus on what we
can control.

Why Should I do this?

The College of Early Childhood Educators (CECE) in Ontario
has rolled out a Continuous Professional Learning program
that formalizes the continuous professional learning that
educators do every day (CECE, 2018). When the College of ECE
released ideas of the different ways educators can engage in
professional learning, communities of practice was mentioned.
Communities of practice is one of the more powerful
professional learning approaches early childhood programs
can offer and when done effectively, professional learning
becomes embedded in our daily practice (Carter, 2010). In the
document How Does Learning Happen? Ontario’s Pedagogy for
the Early Years, it states that “participating in ongoing reflective
practice and collaborative inquiry with others is a pedagogical
approach that nurtures learning and development in the early
years” (Ministry of Education, 2014). Communities of practice
open up opportunities to reflect on our practice and engage in
collaborative inquiries.

How Do I Start?

There isn’t one exact way to get started with a community of
practice. Every program is different and so is how they begin
to implement this into their practice. What this article offers
are some steps to consider as you begin to engage in this

experience. It is important to look at your own needs as a
program and come up with your own steps. These are steps
that were crucial for the educators who participated in this
particular experience.
Shared Understanding

It is imperative to set the stage before you set on a quest of
inquiry together. You want to create a place for a positive
experience by coming together as a group to discuss how to be
an effective learning community. In this project, the educators
came together for a session to learn more about what a
community of practice is and what the benefits are. This was
facilitated as a workshop but there are books and videos you
can explore as a team that can help you. Consider using the
book Reflecting in Communities of Practice; A Workbook for
Early Childhood Educators (Curtis, Lebo, Cividanes, & Carter,
2013). This book has opportunities embedded throughout for
deep reflection within yourself and with your colleagues.
Understanding Yourself

The next step was for the educators to reflect on themselves
as individuals and as a team. An important question they
explored was: what are their barriers to active listening.
Whether it was distractions, thinking about what to say next, or
having a closed mind, nearly everyone was able to think about
something that they would like to work on to help establish a
strong learning community. This led to some discussion about
different strategies to active listening which included asking
questions to seek understanding rather than giving answers
and keeping a notepad close by to write down thoughts rather
than interrupting.

during a regular staff meeting to talk about this. Some teams
focused on being effective listeners, while others focused on how
they will give each other constructive feedback. This is one of the
most unique areas to discuss and will vary greatly from group to
group. It is necessary to stay true to your specific group needs.
Determine a Shared Passion
We discussed earlier that a community of practice is a group of
people who share a concern or passion for something they do and
learn how to do it better as they interact over time (Curtis, Lebo,
Cividanes, & Carter, 1993). In order to do this, the team engaged
in a brainstorming session to come up with a common inquiry.
Sticky notes were used to write down needs and interests.
The teams were encouraged to ask themselves the following
questions when coming up with a team inquiry:
Is it authentic?
Is it relevant to your work?
Is it worth the investment?
Is it connected to a shared vision?
Is it something the team wants to make better?
(Learning Forward Ontario, n.d.).
They looked at the commonalities in their ideas then took the time
to prioritize. Which of the priorities is the most important? Which
of the priorities is broad enough to involve most of the staff?
(Learning Forward Ontario, n.d.).
This was a vital step because there is new knowledge continuously
being shared in the field of early childhood and it can be difficult to
focus on really delving into something. The direction chosen may
shift over time but having a specific focus can help the educators
start working toward a common goal.
Team Meetings
It was then time to establish regular team meetings. It was integral
to create time for the teams to engage in discussion, away from
the children. Four out of nine educator participants mentioned the
significance of time away from the children in their feedback. “I
enjoy that this reflective practice is away from the children so that
we can focus on one another's needs, ideas, etc. I am able to learn
more about my colleagues and bring valuable information back to
the table" (community of practice participant). At these meetings
the educators explored articles and documentation, engaged
in discussion about children’s inquiries, created and discussed
previous goals, and discussed their continuous professional
learning.

Educators practicing active listening skills. (June, 2018)

Consider what kind of community you want to be
The next step was for them to establish what kind of learning
community they wanted to be. The educators were given time

Earlier we talked about how communities of practice allow for
educators to delve into their ideas. These team meetings were
an opportunity for this to happen. “I have greatly enjoyed this
community of practice. I have a better understanding of how to
reflect and build on the observations... I have found my colleague
and I are able to plan more activities/provocations based on more
in depth observations” (community of practice participant).
A team meeting guide was created to help educators stay
on track with these team meetings. The format of this guide
evolved as we continued implementing it, engaging educators,
and gathering their input.
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Continuous Professional Learning
The team meetings are a unique professional learning
experience where the educators talk about their
documentation, what is happening in their program, what
professional learning has helped them and delve deeper into
what resources and supports they need to help them continue
to grow. It is imperative that educators continue to engage in
learning opportunities throughout the year by reading articles,
attending professional learning events, watching webinars and
engaging in reflective discussions. This is a crucial piece of the
process because there is always new information to consider
as this field continues to evolve. It is always important to
remember that Registered Early Childhood Educators
are members of a distinct profession that values ongoing
professional learning (CECE, 2018). This means that going to
a couple of workshops alone is not the end of an educator’s
learning; we need to find ways that work for us to continuously
grow and develop in this profession.

Educators exploring resources during a team meeting.
(August 2018)

Impact
Two teams were followed during the first eight weeks in
their communities of practice. They participated in two team
meetings, and continued their learning between meetings
using the resources, books, and webinars that were made
available.

The first team meeting seemed to be difficult for educators.
One participant mentioned that they didn’t feel prepared and
didn’t know what to expect. Many educators were quiet and
were hesitant to share their thoughts. Other educators had a
lot to say and had a hard time staying on track. By the time the
second team meeting came around, more of the educators knew
what to expect and were prepared to engage in discussions.
They talked about what had been happening since the first
meeting. It was evident throughout the meetings that learning
was happening already for some educators. One educator was
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reflecting on her programming with the children, stating “I’m
sitting back and listening rather than jumping in. I’m writing
down what they’re saying and building off it" (community of
practice participant). For part of the meeting, the educators
took the time to talk about their documentation. As educators
take the time to focus on documentation they notice more
about the children’s capabilities and start to think more about
next steps. One educator in particular really started to see
the value in this. “I don’t notice what’s fully happening in the
picture until I upload it and really reflect on it” (community of
practice participant). Finding time for team meetings can seem
impossible but looking at the value they had in just a short
eight weeks proves how influential these meetings can be and
why organizations should try and make them work.

Everything Takes Time

You may notice that your community of practice is effective
right from the start, but also remember that this practice may
be new to some educators and it may take time to get used
to this new way of learning. The process that you start with
at your program will evolve over time as you learn and grow
together. Many of the educators involved in this pilot talked
about having an open-mind. “Be open-minded to hearing ideas
and confident in sharing your own. Ask questions and really try
and use it as an opportunity to learn and grow” (community of
practice participant).

A study done as part of an Innovation Teacher Project at
Presidio Child Development Centre in San Francisco engaged
teachers in a three year pilot based on Reggio principles. Part
of this project included educators engaging in regular team
meetings. Educators were followed for three years as they
learned more about the Reggio approach (Lyon, Susan, David, &
Donahue, 2009). During year one, educators became defensive,
silent, and resistant to change. By the third year, all educators
were contributing to the meetings and the conversations were
more focused on the curriculum, planning, and the classroom
environment (Lyon, Susan, David, & Donahue, 2009).
As you explore this process there will be initiatives that work
well and some that need to be reconsidered. If something isn’t
effective right away, don’t give up. Bring the educators into
the process. Encourage them to establish the best approach to
team meetings and help them discover what the goals are.

You may even notice immediate changes in how your team
is engaging with each other. In this community of practice
pilot, educators were grateful to have this opportunity. One
educator in particular noticed a difference in such a short time.
“The team meetings get you to put your differences aside and
focus on what’s really happening in the centre” (community of
practice participant).

Final Thoughts

Introducing communities of practice into your professional
learning repertoire will give educators a collective

understanding of how best to support children, families and
each other. It will also give early learning professionals a
chance to look deeper into their practice, and an opportunity
to collaborate with fellow educators to really be a part of a colearning process. “Don't give up. It’s called a practice because
you are just practicing. Some days are easier than others;
having the support of a team really helps so we can encourage,
provoke and support each other’s practice on a regular basis”
(community of practice participant).
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The Math Knowledge Network (MKN)
The Math Knowledge Network (MKN) is an organization of professionals committed to empowering educators
to engage in math reform to improve student learning. The MKN consists of four distinct communities of practice (CoPs): Mathematics Leadership, Critical Transitions in Student Mathematical Development, Indigenous
Knowledge and Mathematics Education, and Computational Thinking in Mathematics Education. To promote
reform, the MKN seeks input from teachers about their mathematics teaching and learning needs. In spring of
2017, the Critical Transitions in Student Mathematical Development CoP distributed an online survey to Early
Childhood Educators (ECEs), kindergarten teachers, and Grade 1 teachers to investigate their early mathematics education knowledge, beliefs, and pedagogy. The results of the survey are summarized in this infographic
and a full paper will be published in the Canadian Journal of Education in December 2018. Ultimately, there is
a need for ECEs and primary teachers to receive early mathematics education training (pre-service and in-service) so they are equipped to develop strong mathematics skills in our children.

Mathematics Knowledge Network Partners and Advisory Panel members

Organizations

Universities

Association of Early Childhood Educators of Ontario (AECEO)

Brock University

Association francophone pour l’enseignement des mathématiques en
Ontario (AFEMO)

Huron University College

Canadian Mathematical Society
Catholic Principals’ Council of Ontario (CPCO)
First Nations, Métis & Inuit Education Association of Ontario (FNMIEAO)
Greater Essex County District School Board (GECDSB)
Mathematics Leadership Network (MLN)
Mathematics Leadership Network Toronto Region (MLNTO)
Mathematics Leadership & Learning Network (ML2N)
North West Mathematics Leadership & Learning Network (NWML2N)
Ontario Association for Mathematics Education (OAME)
Ontario Mathematics Coordinators Association (OMCA)
Ontario Principal’s Council (OPC)
Ontario English Catholic Teachers’ Association (OECTA)
Ontario Secondary School Teachers’ Federation (OSSTF)
South Western Ontario Association for Mathematics Education
(SWOAME)
Toronto Catholic District School Board (TCDSB)
Toronto District School Board (TDSB)
TVO
Wellington Catholic District School Board (WCDSB)

Lakehead University
Laurentian University
Nipissing University
Queen’s University
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education/University of Toronto
Trent University
University of Ontario Institute of
Technology
University of Ottawa
University of Toronto
University of Windsor
Western University
Wilfrid Laurier University

Early Childhood Educators’ and Teachers’ Early Math Education Knowledge, Beliefs, and Pedagogy
Alexandra Youmans, Andrew Coombs, & Lynda Colgan (Queen’s University)

In the spring of 2017, an educational needs
assessment of early math education in
Ontario was conducted using an online
survey completed by 130 early childhood
educators, kindergarten teachers, and
Grade 1 teachers

The Early Math Educator Survey asked educators to:
¥ identify their early math education training
¥ describe the areas of early math that they were most and least
comfortable teaching
¥ communicate their early math education professional
development needs

Given that the majority of kindergarten classrooms in Ontario include both an ECE and a teacher, the term “educator” will be used to refer to both ECEs and teachers.

Educators who learned about early
math development and education
during their educator training:

30%

Educators were most comfortable teaching:

5 81

Educators who possessed any
speciÞc math-related qualiÞcations:

8%

“…these are my strengths so I feel comfortable
talking about ideas around these concepts.”

Number Sense
and Numeration

-Early Childhood Educator

Educators were least comfortable teaching:

“…because these are the areas I
struggle with most as an adult!”

Geometry and
Spatial Sense

-Teacher

Average Frequency of Instructional Strategies within Early Math Programs
Whole-Group Math Lessons
Small-Group Math Lessons
One-on-One Instruction
Learning Centres

ECE
Teacher

Math Activities with Manipulatives
Math Worksheets
Play-Based Learning
Math Games

4-5 times a week = 4
3 times a week = 3
1-2 times a week = 2
Never = 1

Math Journals
Read Alouds
0

1

2

EducatorsÕ most frequent
explanations for why students
excel in various strands of math:

Professional development opportunities
and topics educators would like to help
improve their early math teaching:

Frequency of Instruction or
Exposure
Use of Manipulatives
The Area of Math
is Interesting or Enjoyable

Math-Based Training and Workshops

3

Ideas and Resources for Math Centres
and Play-Based Learning
Read Aloud Math Books

Infographic Developed and Designed by Tyler Ashford

4

Educators’ perceived importance
of math strands in early math
education programs ranked:

1. Numbers

2. Problem Solving
3. Patterning

4. Measurement
5. Geometry

6. Data Management
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The Association of Early Childhood Educators of Ontario and Red River College are partnering to offer Fall 2018 and Winter
2019 online workshops. The workshop content (videos, readings, links, games, discussions) is completely online and available
to participants over a two-week period. Participants have complete flexibility to work through the materials at times that
are most convenient for them.
The content is from the Science of Early Child Development (SECD). SECD’s engaging, multimedia resources are used around
the world by people who want to learn more about the impact of the early years on lifelong health and well-being.
N.B. Participants should have a reliable internet connection and be comfortable reading and writing in English.

SECD Professional Workshop Series, Fall 2018 and Winter 2019
Brain Development Matters:
Oct. 18 – 31, 2018

Language, Literacy and Numeracy:
Feb. 28 –March 13, 2019

Topics include: Basic brain growth and sensitive periods in brain development
| How genes and experiences interact and influence development | How the
brain is affected by stress and adversity | What caregivers can do to support
healthy brain development

Topics include: Language development in the early years, including genetic
and environmental influences | Literacy and emergent literacy in research
and practice | Mathematical concepts, the development of numeracy and
practices that support numeracy | Literacy, numeracy and school readiness

Risky Play:
Jan. 17 – 30, 2019
Topics include: Risky play | Active play | Outdoor play | The role of play
in self-regulation | The value of play for learning and development |
Setting the stage for play

Participants will watch videos of children around the world, hear from experts discussing the topics, do short readings and
play interactive review games. Participants will “meet” in online discussions guided by a facilitator, to hear each other’s ideas,
and reflect on and apply what they learn.
For registration information, go to aeceo.ca/pd_calendar
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THE PEER REVIEWED
COLLECTION
Volume 2, Number 2

From the Editor
Welcome to the second year of this peer-reviewed collection in eceLINK. Over the past year, manuscript
submissions have been steady and kept peer reviewers very busy. We welcome submissions for a 2019 Spring
special issue that will explore the question: What does inclusion mean for children with disabilities? The
submission deadline is December 15, 2018.
In the current collection you will find two articles from researchers and a child care and learning laboratory
school pedagogical leader in the Department of Family Relations and Applied Nutrition at the University of
Guelph. The first article raises critical questions about the career goals of students in preservice early childhood
education degree programs in relation to building a strong, highly qualified workforce in Ontario. The second
article focuses on the important pedagogical work of early childhood educators who do stay in the field. Drawing
on cooperative learning principles, this article explores through several practice narratives a pedagogical
approach that deepens authentic and meaningful collaborations with children. We hope these articles spark
critical questioning and new dialogues about pedagogical practices and the educators who engage with them.

Rachel Langford PhD
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Preservice Early Childhood Education
Degree Students’ Career Aspirations:
Examining Decisions to Enter the Field
Caitlyn Osborne, Tricia van Rhijn, Andrea V. Breen

Abstract
This article summarizes a study that examined the intentions of Early Childhood Education degree students to
work in early childhood education. Participants were recruited from nine institutions across Ontario, and 214
online surveys were completed. Independent t-tests indicated that there were significant differences between
students who intend to enter the field and those who do not. Those not intending to enter the field perceived
significantly more barriers to a successful career in the field. Results from thematic analyses provide further
insight into students’ perceptions of their career choices and professional identities. The paper concludes with
recommendations for stakeholders who are attempting to attract a highly qualified workforce.
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Preservice Early Childhood Education Degree Students’
Career Aspirations: Examining Decisions to Enter the
Field
Discussions regarding the provision of early childhood education and care (ECEC) services in Ontario have
moved up the political agenda in recent years and were a major election topic in 2018 (Jones, 2018). As a result,
more attention has been paid to the ECEC workforce (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2018). Following a crossnational review of ECEC in twenty countries, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) observed that the educational and social responsibilities of the early years workforce have grown
(OECD, 2001). The study concluded that there is a “critical need to recruit and retain a qualified, diverse,
gender-mixed work force and to ensure that a career in Early Childhood Education and Care is satisfying,
respected and financially viable” (OECD, 2001, p. 11). Prior research has investigated Early Childhood Educator
(ECE) retention and concluded that highly qualified ECEs are leaving the workforce due to low wages and
job satisfaction and poor working conditions (e.g., Holochwost, DeMott, Buell, Yannetta, & Amsden, 2009;
Totenhagen, Hawkins, Casper, Bosch, Hawkey, & Borden, 2016); yet, workforce recruitment, in particular the
recruitment of degree-qualified ECEs, is a less commonly researched topic. The Ontario Ministry of Labour
(2016) recently acknowledged that “increasing numbers of students were choosing not to continue their work
after initial training because of low wages, limited job opportunities, and current workers are leaving to pursue
other careers” (p. 34). When students leave the field in which they have studied this not only negatively impacts
the student but also taxpayers who fund post-secondary training (Ontario Ministry of Labour, 2016). To better
understand the barriers and incentives of preservice degree ECEs to enter the field in Ontario, this article will
•

examine how ECEC is defined

•

provide an overview of recruitment and retention issues;

•
•
•
•
•

introduce a professional identity framework used for this study;
review the Ontario context;

examine preservice ECEs’ intentions to enter the field;
consider preservice ECEs in degree programs; and

provide details of the current study, results, and conclusions.

Defining Early Childhood Education and Care
Early childhood education and care is a broad term that refers to “inclusive and integrated services that play
multiple roles for children and their families” (Friendly & Prentice, 2009, p. 4). Over the last century, there has
been a variety of approaches to the provision of childcare in the province of Ontario. Forms of childcare have
included babysitting services, nannies, licensed and unlicensed care, centre care, home childcare, and, most
recently, full-day kindergarten (FDK). Accordingly, the language used to refer to the care of young children
is not consistent. Educators working in childcare take on different labels depending on their training, where
they work, their beliefs about the importance of children’s early years, and their perceptions about the ECE
workforce. The various labels used to describe the care of young children—including babysitting, childcare,
early childhood education—each have a different connotation. Ideally, conceptualizations of this field that
reflect ECEs as professionals would be widespread, yet dominant discourse (such as the use of the term
“glorified babysitters”) continue to position ECEs as little more than childminders. ECEs have long advocated
for professional recognition, pointing to their specialized skills and tertiary level education (Association of
Early Childhood Educators of Ontario, 2016). Although ECEC is more commonly used internationally (Friendly
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& Prentice, 2009), this paper refers to early childhood education with a primary focus on those working in
childcare, but can also include those working in kindergarten.

Professional Identity Framework

This study uses a professional identity framework to situate the importance of understanding why preservice
ECEs are or are not intending to enter the field of childcare. Professionalization refers to the degree to which an
occupation meets the criteria of a profession, including credentials and licensure, mentoring of new entrants’
professional development, specialization, authority, and prestige (Ingersoll & Perda, 2008). Osgood (2006)
identifies that there is widespread support for the benefits of professionalization in the field of ECE, and that it
is recognized as advantageous for educators and the children and families they serve. However, she highlights
the importance of considering the processes in which professionalization is obtained as it could result in
“increased domination to those in power” if used as “a means of control” for those in the field (Osgood,
2006, p. 5).
There are, however, complexities related to professionalization, first and foremost of which is that there is
little agreement as to the skills and competencies that comprise a professional ECE (Martin, Meyer, Jones,
Nelson, & Ting, 2010). This lack of clarity contributes to what is hindering ECEs from receiving recognition as
a profession. There is also a documented problem of devaluation of both teachers and ECEs (e.g., Bourgeault
& Khokher, 2006; Fuller & Strath, 2001; Macdonald & Merrill, 2002). The support for professionalization of
the field, paired with devaluing of the work force, has resulted in increased education, training, and skills to
overcome the social devaluation; however, the low wages and poor working conditions remain the same (Boyd,
2013). This discrepancy has resulted in workforce retention and attrition issues in the field (Child Care Human
Resources Sector Council, 2009). These discrepancies may serve as a barrier for emerging professionals who
would desire to enter the field.
For ECEs, professional identity is influenced by the perceptions that those working in childcare have developed
their professional selves in relation to their value in society and their importance to children and families.
Professional identity is enmeshed in a broader societal discourse that is underpinned by values, personal
qualities, ideology, relationships, status, training, and qualifications (Dalli & Urban, 2008). Professional identity
is viewed as a “constant social negotiation that can never be permanently settled or fixed” (McGillivray, 2008,
p. 251). Professional ECE identity is considered a process of positioning the self as ECE in relationship with
other ECE professionals (forming a collective identity of sorts) as well as in relation to “the other” (teachers,
parents, children, policy makers). Negotiating professional identity requires ECEs to be reflective about the
dominant discourses that are present in society and to actively negotiate if and how they accept, resist, or reject
them. From the theoretical vantage point of professional identity (McGillivray, 2008), ECE identity is seen as
socially constructed and facilitated by the ECEs’ perceptions of what it means for them to be a professional and
what type of professional they aspire to be. It is, therefore, vital to understand how preservice ECEs view their
developing professional identity as these perspectives will impact their intention to enter the field.

Early Childhood Education and Care Professionals in Ontario

Ontario is unique in the Canadian context in that ECEs are required to have post-secondary education. As
of 2009, every ECE in Ontario is required to meet membership restrictions set out by the College of Early
Childhood Educators (CECE) (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2017). The CECE, unlike regulating bodies in
other professions such as nursing, does not distinguish between degree- and diploma-qualified ECEs. All ECEs
are required to pay an annual fee to continue practicing as registered ECEs (RECEs) and must adhere to the
College’s Standards of Practice and Code of Ethics. Individuals cannot legally practice or call themselves ECEs
in Ontario unless they register with the College of Early Childhood Educators (CECE).
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In 2012, the Ontario Ministry of Education took over the governance of childcare with the goal of creating
a seamless system of care and education services for Ontario’s children. This governance shift reflects
the OECD’s emphasis on the need for a “systematic and integrated approach to early childhood care and
education policy and a strong and equal partnership with the education system as key elements of successful
ECEC policy” (OECD, 2006, p. 3). Policy reforms within Canada and across many European countries have
aimed to lessen the differences between education and childcare by recognizing that both education and
care play important, interrelated roles in children’s development (Pascal, 2009). In addition, there has
been heightened acknowledgement that learning can take place across a variety of contexts and not just
within schools (White, 2002). Ontario’s shift to FDK that was fully implemented in 2014, a program that
requires both a teacher and an ECE to be present in the classroom, most succinctly illustrates that bridging
between care and education on a policy level. Theoretically, FDK allows for ECEs and teachers to bring
together their respective skill sets and each have their own responsibilities to jointly create a play-based
learning environment (Tukonic & Harwood, 2015). There have been several challenges in merging care
and education, including merging a market-driven mixed economy model (care) with a public system
(education), financing for the programs, maintaining stability in childcare programs, human resources,
and phasing in full-day kindergarten (Langford, Di Santo, Valeo, Underwood, & Lenis, 2016). Despite the
move to the education system, there remain significant challenges with societal perceptions and value of
the ECE workforce, which will be discussed next.

Almost ten years ago Friendly (2008) addressed the instability of the childcare workforce due to low wages
and poor employment opportunities. The same human resource issues can be seen in the field today (e.g.,
Mojtehedzadeh, 2015; Warren, 2016), with 24% of ECEs working in licensed childcare in Ontario earning
less than $15 per hour and 45% of ECEs earning between $15–$20 per an hour (Association of Early
Childhood Educators of Ontario, 2017). In some provinces, early childhood educators’ salaries are less
than 50% of public school teachers’ salaries. In Ontario, ECEs are also less likely to have access to benefits
than their teacher counterparts; only 59% have access to extended medical benefits, and only 46.6% have
access to a workplace pension (Ontario Coalition for Better Child Care, 2015). The stark difference in
compensation levels and benefits cannot be attributed to education levels alone, thus pointing to a broader
devaluation of care for/educating the youngest children (Atkinson Centre, 2017, p. 10).
Recent shifts in regulations and legislation have begun to reshape what early childhood education looks
like in Ontario. Some of these changes have been positive. For example, ECEs working in school boards
now have higher wages (although this route is not without challenges such as lack of job security due to
being laid off over the summer months); however, the changes have also negatively impacted licensed
childcare centres (Ontario Coalition for Better Child Care, 2015). Changes in funding formulas have made it
difficult for childcare centres to be financially viable as they cannot compete with the wages being offered
by the school boards (Ontario Coalition for Better Child Care, 2015). While FDK is helpful to parents who
have children aged four to five, many parents who require before-/after-school care or summer care
still struggle to find quality childcare. Furthermore, FDK does little to address the need for childcare for
children outside of kindergarten age. Currently there are only spaces for 17.7% of children aged 0–12 in
Ontario, and, although the number of childcare spaces is growing, it is growing at a tremendously slow
pace (Ontario Coalition for Better Child Care, 2015). In fact, it is projected that there will only be regulated
spaces for 50% of children in Ontario 50 years from now, based on the current rate of growth (Ontario
Coalition for Better Child Care, 2015). Addressing these issues is particularly important in the Canadian
context as Canada has a high rate of mothers participating in the workforce and a high rate of child poverty
(Friendly, 2008).
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Issues Related to Recruiting and Retaining Early Childhood
Educators
In addition to the problem of limited childcare spaces, research clearly demonstrates that retention of qualified
ECEs is a long-standing issue in the childcare sector (e.g., Flanagan, Beach, & Varmuza, 2013; Holochwost et
al., 2009). A 2012 Canada-wide survey of licensed childcare centres reports that 65.5% of centres experienced
a permanent staff departure in the previous 12 months, 73.4% of whom were registered ECEs (Flanagan et
al., 2013). Many ECEs who leave childcare centres pursue higher paying positions (e.g., work in FDK), while
others pursue positions outside the field. The study also finds that only 72% of newly hired staff in Ontario
were ECE-qualified, while about 11% of the total workforce held a university degree. When employers filled a
vacancy, 62.6% of vacant positions were filled with a less-qualified applicant (i.e., lacking experience or an ECE
credential); in many instances, vacancies were filled by individuals who were not ECE-qualified (Flanagan et
al., 2013). This suggests that the problem goes beyond budgetary constraints and relates to a lack of qualified
applicants.

The challenges faced by childcare centres to hire qualified staff is of concern due to the correlation between
educational status of the workforce and positive child outcomes (Boyd, 2013; Loeb, Fuller, Kagan, & Bidema,
2004; Pianta et al., 2005). The provision of quality childcare is directly tied to having a highly qualified and
educated workforce. Therefore, there is a need to investigate preservice ECEs’ intentions to pursue a career in
the field, particularly those who are obtaining degrees, as they are the key population who will be able to fill
future vacancies. Investigating who these individuals are (their experiences, plans, etc.), as well as incentives
and barriers to working in the childcare sector, can inform policy makers of changes that need to be made to
the field to retain a degree-qualified workforce.

Preservice Early Childhood Educators’ Intentions to Enter the
Field

Few studies have examined preservice ECEs’ intentions to work in the field (Thorpe, Boyd, Ailwood, &
Brownlee, 2011). An in-depth review of the literature found only five published studies assessing preservice
ECEs’ attitudes toward working in the sector (Ailwood & Boyd, 2006; Field & Varga, 1997; Thorpe et al., 2011;
Thorpe, Millear, & Petriwskyj, 2012; Vajda, 2005, as cited in Thorpe et al., 2012). Of these five studies, only one
of them was completed in Canada (Field & Varga, 1997). These studies shared one common finding: that degree
students have negative attitudes toward entering the field due to low wages, poor working conditions, and the
negative societal perception that childcare is babysitting (Ailwood & Boyd, 2006; Thorpe et al., 2011; Vajda,
2005, as cited in Thorpe et al., 2012).
For preservice teachers in training, researchers have found that individuals who select careers based
on intrinsic motivations, such as serving others, are more likely to exhibit higher efficacy in their teaching
(Knobloch & Whittington, 2003). Some individuals choose their careers as teachers based on their belief that
serving others is an avenue of fulfilling their life goals (Fischman, Schutte, Solomon, & Lam, 2001). Therefore,
research that both deepens understanding of what these attitudes/perceptions are and assesses how and why
these attitudes are constructed can contribute to enhancing the field and strengthening the workforce.

Preservice Early Childhood Educators in Degree Programs

In recognition of the importance of a high-quality ECE workforce, there has been growing momentum to
increase the qualifications of the ECE workforce (Ailwood & Boyd, 2006; Gibson, 2015). In other countries,
such as Australia, the inclusion of degree-qualified ECEs is viewed as central to improving quality and
outcomes of childcare (Gibson, 2015). In a sample of 238 classrooms, Pianta and colleagues (2005) found
that degree-qualified staff are rated as creating more positive emotional climates and providing more quality
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activities in childcare settings in comparison to those without formal training. Unfortunately, the research also
demonstrates degree students’ reluctance to participate in the childcare workforce (Gibson, 2015; Thorpe et
al., 2012), suggesting that a policy requiring ECEs to have degrees may not have the intended impact. The
Queensland University of Technology (2011; as cited in Gibson, 2013) found that 60% of employed graduates
were working in primary schools, 5% in kindergarten, and approximately 13% were working in childcare
centres after completing their degrees in Australia. These findings indicate that further examination of both
curriculum and participants in the ECE degree programs is needed and could be beneficial to better understand
why these students display a reluctance to enter the childcare field and choose to pursue other professions.
Research suggests that many students transferring to a four-year degree program from a two-year diploma
view their degree as an exit pathway from the field of ECE (Watson, 2006). Historically, having a degree has been
linked with working with older children, typically in a public-school setting (Gibson, 2013). It is hypothesized
that this is largely to do with salary differences between public school teachers and ECEs (Gibson, 2015).
Additionally, those with degrees may choose to work with older children due to the differences in societal value
placed on the early years and elementary/secondary education; although there is devaluation of both care and
education, there seems to be a hierarchy of devaluation whereby the education of older children is deemed to
be more worthy of respect than the care and education of younger children.

Purpose of the Current Study

This study aimed to address the gaps in the literature with regard to the intentions of Ontario preservice degree
ECEs to enter the childcare workforce. The research objective was to gain an understanding of this population’s
intentions following the completion of their degrees to better inform policy decisions focused on the ECE
workforce. The specific research question areas identified for this study were
•

Who is studying for a degree in Early Childhood Education? What are their motives?

•

What structural factors (e.g., pay, working conditions, status recognition) are the most salient in preventing or encouraging willingness to consider participation in the childcare workforce?

•

What proportion of students intend to register with the CECE? Of that proportion, how many intend to
practice as ECEs? Why?

Methods

The study used a mixed-methods survey, utilizing both qualitative and quantitative data collected together,
allowing for concurrent triangulation of data (Creswell, Plano Clark, Gutmann, & Hanson, 2003).

Participants

Participants were recruited from nine post-secondary institutions in Ontario. Participants were students in
the process of completing degrees in programs that enable them to register with the Ontario College of Early
Childhood Educators upon completion. No other inclusion or exclusion criteria were used as we aimed to recruit
a diverse sample. Following an ethics review and approval at each institution, participants were recruited
through emails forwarded to program student list serves and postings to program Facebook groups.

Procedures

Recruitment began in November of 2016 and lasted for three weeks. Potential participants were provided
with a link to the online survey (hosted on Qualtrics). The survey questionnaire included a total of 50 items: 9
demographic, 19 open-ended, and 22 closed-ended questions. SPSS Statistics version 23 was used to aid in data
analysis.
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Measures
The survey questionnaire was compromised of a combination of items from Thorpe, Boyd, Ailwood, and
Brownlee (2011) and Zhang, Hawk, Zhang, and Zhao (2016), along with a variety of researcher-created
questions. The full survey is included in Appendix A.

Four items from Thorpe and colleagues’ (2011) 16-item measure were adapted to provide demographic
information as well as to ascertain students’ perceived barriers and incentives to entering the field in a Canadian
context. The four items and response options were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did you complete any post-secondary education prior to your degree? (1 = Yes, 2 = No, 3 = I choose not to
answer)
What was your first choice of program? (Open text response option)

Would you want to work in child care after you complete your post-secondary program? (1 = No, 2 = Preferably not, 3 = Unsure, 4 = Possible, 5 = Yes)
Please indicate how each of the following factors affect your intention about working in child care? (1 =
Strong Barrier, 2 = Barrier, 3 = Unsure, 4 = Incentive, 5 = Strong incentive)
a) Level of pay

b) Work conditions

c) Opportunity for leadership
d) Status

e) Children’s wellbeing

The professional identity scale developed by Zhang et al. (2016) was adapted for the current study to measure
ECEs’ responses for the 15 items are rated on a four-point Likert scale where 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree,
3 = agree, and 4 = strongly agree (Zhang et al., 2016); 12 items from the measure were used for this study (3
teacher-specific items were eliminated). Adaptions included changing the word “teacher” to “early childhood
educator” and grammatical corrections to the translated scale (full translated scale can be retrieved from Zhang
et al., 2016); for example, “I think being an early childhood educator is a rewarding profession.”

Thirty-two researcher-created items were also included in the questionnaire. Examples of the questions
include: demographics (e.g., “What year of study are you currently enrolled in?”), rationale for intending or
not intending to enter the field, professional identity formation, and students’ perceptions of characteristics
of professional ECEs and challenges they may face in the field (e.g., “What challenges do you think individuals
might face as Early Childhood Educators?”).

Data Analysis

Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected for this study and a mixed-methods approach was used
to analyze the data. The quantitative data told us “if” and “who,” and the qualitative data told us “how” or “why”
(Terrell, 2012). For the purposes of this study, the quantitative data were used to aid in profiling the population
and measuring the proportion intending to enter the field. The qualitative data were used to examine the
influence of structural factors related to entering the field.
Descriptive statistics were used to answer the first two research questions. Proportions for each variable
were included to categorize participants (i.e., intending to enter the field or not intending to enter the field).
Independent t-tests were used to investigate structural factors influencing the choice to work in the field
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(research question number three) and compare the two groups of students. The qualitative questionnaire items
were analyzed using thematic analysis. Braun and Clarke (2006) discuss the six phases of thematic analysis:
familiarize yourself with the data, generate initial codes, search for themes, review themes, define and name
themes, and produce a report. The thematic analysis was data-driven, allowing for a variety of codes and,
ultimately, themes, to be constructed from the data. In order to ensure the trustworthiness of the themes and
codes, they were reviewed during a weekly discussion with the other members of the research team, primarily
the second author, during the four-month analysis period.

Strengths & Limitations

This study has a number of strengths and limitations. Strengths included accessing preservice ECEs pursuing
a university degree, using an online survey for data collection, and recruiting from multiple institutions.
Limitations included the possibility of selection-bias, inconsistencies in language when referring to a person
who cares for children (babysitter, ECE, Registered ECE, etc.), and that this study explored students’ intentions
and beliefs regarding what they plan to do in the future. Circumstances such as not getting accepted into further
schooling or inability to meet the program requirements to register with the CECE may affect participants’
career outcomes; therefore, individuals who indicated they will not work as an ECE may end up employed in
the field after all, and those who indicated they do want to work in the field may choose to do something else
after completion of their degree.

Results

Surveys were completed by 214 preservice ECEs. Participants were primarily female (98.1%), averaged 21.5
years of age, and the largest group was comprised of students in their fourth year of study (39.7%). Most
participants (60.5%) reported that a degree in Early Childhood Education was their first choice when applying
to post-secondary programs. Those who did not indicate an ECE program as their first choice (39.5%) indicated
that their first choices were social work, child development, concurrent education, psychology, and nursing.
For most students, their current program was their first post-secondary education; however, 32.4% of students
reported that they had completed previous post-secondary schooling.
Most participants (83.1%) indicated that they intended to register with the College of Early Childhood Educators
upon the completion of their degrees. These participants provided the following reasons for registering: the
intention to work as an ECE, having a backup plan, professional development, increased wages, and enjoying
children. Yet, only 23.1% of the students who intended to register planned on practicing as ECEs, leaving a
majority (76.9%) who intended to register but not practice. These students clarified that they intended to register
for a variety of reasons such as resume building, to obtain additional qualifications for other employment, as
a backup plan in case they could not find other employment, and as a strategy to get accepted into further
schooling programs, such as Bachelor of Education programs. Students who did not intend to register (16.9%)
listed a variety of reasons, including continuing their education, not wanting to work as an ECE, being unsure of
their career path, and never having heard about the College.

Common responses to why participants wanted to work in childcare included a love for children, that there
are no jobs as teachers, and wishing to open a home childcare centre. Participants who did not want to work
in childcare overwhelmingly indicated that they did not want to work in childcare due to challenging working
conditions (including the hours), as well as low pay and lack of recognition and benefits. For example, one
participant stated:
Becoming an Early Childhood Educator scares me for many reasons. The first reason is financial. I don’t
think Early Childhood Educators make enough money. I want to have a family someday and put my
children in college/ university when they are older.
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Another participant stated, “Pay is not enough for a career to support my future family.” Multiple participants
also indicated wanting to work with older children in a school setting, working one-on-one with children,
and pursuing graduate studies to obtain employment in related fields such as speech language pathologists,
occupational therapists, and child life specialists. Another participant remarked:
I want to practice as an ECE, but not for the rest of my life. I would like to do it when I am trying to earn
money to go back to a Master’s program for a career I am truly passionate about.

Those who indicated that they did not intend to practice as Early Childhood Educators were asked what other
professions they were considering. One participant indicated that she wanted to work in government and
policy development; she explained, “I want to make a change in the sector. The only way to do that is to move
up into government.”
Participants described their rationale for pursing Early Childhood Education degree programs in a variety of
ways, including wanting to work with children, requiring a Bachelor degree to get into Bachelor of Education
programs, opportunities for hands-on learning, and proximity to their homes. For example, one participant
stated, “I chose this program because it gives me the opportunity to pursue the career of teaching, but if I
change my mind over the years it also has different career options like ECE.” Another participant stated, “I
would rather be a teacher. I will work in childcare until I get a teaching position if I have to.”

Participants were asked, “Would you want to work in childcare after you complete your post-secondary
program?” with no, preferably not, unsure, possibly, and yes response options. This variable was recoded into
“not intending to work in the field” for those who answered no, preferably not, unsure, and possibly and
“intending to work in the field” only for those who answered yes. This resulted in a binomial variable that
allowed for comparisons between those who were fully committed to pursuing a long-term career in early
childhood education and those who were not or likely not intending to practice as Early Childhood Educators.
This variable was used to conduct an independent samples t-test that demonstrated that those not intending to
enter the field perceived there to be significantly more barriers1 than those intending to enter the field. These
barriers included level of pay, work conditions, opportunity for leadership, status, and children’s wellbeing. In
their open-ended responses, participants indicated most commonly that pay was a barrier to entering the field.
As one participant indicated:
The job is amazing, I love it, but we are paid so little for what we do. I can make more money with a
high school education working at a call centre. ([Bank] Call Centre my last place of employment prior to
coming to school $19.80/hr).

The most common incentive for entering the field was children’s wellbeing, as another participant stated:

I decided to enter the field of ECE because I love to work with children, and I want to help them reach
their full potential and see themselves as competent and capable. ECEs can have a huge impact on a child’s
wellbeing and overall development.

Participants were also asked to respond to the statement, “If I choose to be an Early Childhood Educator in the
future, I will choose to work as an Early Childhood Educator for an extended period of time.”

Response options included: 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = agree, and 4 = strongly agree. Independent
samples t-test were again used to compare responses of those intending to enter the field and those not
intending to enter the field. Participants not intending to enter the field indicated that, if they did enter the
1 Those not intending to enter the field (M = 16.43, SD = 4.35) indicated more barriers than those intending to enter the field (M =
18.36, SD = 3.25); this difference was statistically significant, M = -1.93 (95% CI, -2.87 to -.98), t (210.28) = -4.028, p = .001.
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field, they were significantly less likely to stay in the field for an extended period2 in comparison to those who
indicated they did intend to enter the field.

Conclusions

This study explored preservice degree ECE students’ intentions to enter the field following graduation.
Participants identified several goals after the completion of their ECE programs, such as continuing education
and/or intending to pursue related careers such as teaching. The findings suggest that further efforts need to be
made to recruit and retain high-quality ECEs in childcare settings. The sample focused on degree students, with
the large majority identifying as female (97.7%). This statistic is not surprising as early childhood education has
been dominated by a female workforce for many years (CECE, 2016a). In 2016, approximately 900 individuals
registered with the College of Early Childhood Educators identified as male, representing approximately 2%
of RECEs in Ontario (CECE, 2016b). Issues relating to gender equality, specifically pay, are often linked to the
poor working conditions and wages of ECEs (Association of Early Childhood Educators of Ontario, n.d.). The
perceptions that caring (be it for the elderly, the sick, or children) is a “woman’s job” persist in today’s society
(Hegewisch, Liepmann, Hayes, & Hartmann, 2010; McInturff, 2016; Ontario Ministry of Labour, 2016). Child
care, in particular, continues to be one of the most gender-segregated professions in Canada (Jensen, 1995;
Ontario Ministry of Labour, 2016).
This study also considered the unique existence of the College of Early Childhood Educators when assessing
preservice ECEs’ intentions to enter the field. Along with assessing whether individuals intended to enter the
field, this study also investigated whether individuals intended to register with the CECE, as registration is a
requirement for those intending to practice. This study reveals that the majority of degree students (83.1%)
were intending to register with the CECE after the completion of their degree; however, of that 83.1%, only
23.1% intended to practice. There are currently 49,708 ECEs registered in good standing with the CECE (CECE,
2016b); however, the CECE does not record of how many RECEs are practicing as ECEs in childcare settings.
Students intending to register with the CECE but not practice were planning to pursue careers in fields such as
teaching, social work, child life, speech language pathology, occupational therapy, and research. This suggests
that ECE students see their university degree as a pathway to other professional careers but are less likely to
value a future working in childcare. The CECE (2015) had similar findings from a survey of 752 individuals who
had registered with the College in the past year, with a minority planning to work in an ECE setting.
This study demonstrates that preservice ECEs planned to register with the CECE for reasons such as resume
building, having a backup job, and to earn an additional qualification for other employment. These responses
suggest that some individuals are registering with the College to earn a professional designation to communicate
to employers in closely related fields that the individual is competent. It seems that individuals are choosing
to loosely identify with their professional membership to the CECE as an ECE but are not fully engaging and
practicing within the field. It is important to note the lack of desire to practice as an ECE does not necessarily
mean that these students are not developing a professional identity as an ECE; they may identify as an ECE but
fail to see a career in ECE as sufficient for their future. Unfortunately, when these results are viewed within
the professional identity framework, it seems that the dominant societal discourses are reflected in students’
decisions to not be an ECE. Respondents do seem to identify with discourses around care for children, such as
wanting to make a difference and supporting children’s growth, but they are finding other ways to do it. The
barriers to entering the field suggest that, while preservice ECEs are developing their professional identities as
ECEs, their identities are not becoming fully formed (or accepted) because of the many barriers they perceive.
2 Participants not intending to enter the field indicated that, if they did enter the field, they were less likely to stay in the field for an extended
period of time (M = 2.43, SD = .841) in comparison to those who indicated they do intend to enter the field (M = 3.27, SD = 8.12); this was a
statistically significant difference, M = -0.85 (95% CI, -1.063 to -.632), t (265) = -7.729, p = .001.
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The minority who choose to enter the field are the exception, and this exceptionalism points to the limitations
of the discourses, suggesting that professionalization efforts have a way to go.

Lastly, the study assesses ECE students’ reasons for pursing this degree, and the incentives and barriers to
entering the field. Some participants who indicated that they want to pursue lifelong careers in the field also
reported low wages and status as being strong barriers to entering the field. It is possible that some individuals
have associated so strongly with their career choice to be an ECE that they are willing to overlook barriers to
enter the field (Globe and Mail, 2013). In order to address the many issues around professionalization of the
field, the current and historical issues of the two-tiered system of childcare and education must be addressed
(Tukonic & Harwood, 2015). If Ontario desires to meet the goals of “equity of relationship and strong continuity
between early childhood provision and the education system” (OECD, 2001, p. 58), early childhood education
must be conceptualized as a right for all children and seen as a public good rather than a private commodity.
Furthermore, the view that childcare is less important than education must be eliminated if the government
wishes to see partnerships between education and care continue to grow. The present study focused on
the experiences of preservice degree ECE students in the province of Ontario. Future research is needed to
investigate the experiences of preservice degree ECEs in other provinces and territories where regulations
regarding the training of ECEs and provision of childcare and education are different from those in Ontario.
Comparisons between countries and perhaps other Canadian provinces could also inform best practices. In
particular, countries that have high rates of retention in the field of ECE could be used as case studies to inform
best practices. Internationally, New Zealand, Portugal, and the Slovak Republic have raised wages for degreequalified ECEs to be comparable with kindergarten teachers as a strategy for retention (OECD, 2012). Market
Competitive Salary Guidelines Scales are used in Manitoba to ensure Early Childhood Educators earn wages
“competitive with other jobs that require similar training and responsibility” (Manitoba Child Care Association,
2017). ECEs who have obtained advanced training, have additional qualifications, and more years of service
earn higher wages in that province (Manitoba Child Care Association, 2017). If degree-qualified ECEs received
additional compensation (in the form of wages, benefits, etc.) they may be more inclined to work in the field of
ECEC.
Further research into ECE education in post-secondary institutions may also be important. Key informant
interviews can be used to collect information about how the field is being presented in post-secondary
classrooms, and post-secondary instructors may have important insights about the barriers and opportunities
that their students are experiencing in relation to entering the field of ECE. It is important to note that many
participants in this study expressed a passion for working with children and a strong motivation to make a
difference. More research is needed to understand how ECE professionals who commit to the field build and
commit to their professional identity as an ECE. It also may be beneficial to invest in research and changes
that make the field more attractive. Several international examples of making education a highly respected,
high-paying career and the positive impacts that these attempts have had in terms of professionalization and
student outcomes can be found (e.g., Ingersoll & Perda, 2008). An example of these attempts to improve the
field include treating early childhood education like a clinical job such as nursing and requiring students to
complete a residency, increasing entrance requirements to post-secondary programs, and advocating for and
implementing better pay and working conditions. Research that guides Ontario toward better training models
that help to professionalize the field would be very valuable. Nevertheless, these changes will not be sufficient
to address the issues in the field without broader societal changes, including professionalization of the field
and improved working conditions.
This study demonstrates that preservice degree ECEs, like those already in the field, are primarily concerned
about wages, working conditions, and the lack of respect and recognition that the profession receives. If the
concerns of the workforce are not addressed, shortages in recruits may continue, resulting in further childcare
accessibility and availability issues for Ontario families. Unfortunately, the Ontario Conservative government
elected in 2018 paid very little attention to childcare during their campaign and initial days in office, and even
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less to supporting the workforce who provide it. While the attention being paid to early childhood education
is welcome, it is crucial that the needs of the workforce are thought about to ensure quality for Ontario and
Canada’s children and families.

Childcare advocates can use the findings of this study and future research in this area to help policy makers
see the importance of focusing on the workforce when trying to deliver quality childcare. If there is a lack of
trained people willing to or wanting to enter the childcare workforce, the government will struggle to build a
high-quality, affordable, accessible childcare system. Wages, working conditions, and recognition have been
longstanding issues within the field; it is clear that these continuing issues are affecting those training to
become ECEs, resulting in these individuals pursing related but different long-term career paths.
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Appendix A
Survey Questions
Questions

Response Options

1.

Informed consent information followed by:
Do you consent to participate in this study?

1.
2.

Yes
No

3.

What is your gender?

1.
2.
3.

Female
Male
You don’t have an option that applied to
me. I identify as: _____

2.

Source

What is your current age?

Select from dropdown menu (17–100)

Researcher-created

4.

Did you complete any post-secondary
education prior to your current program?

1.
2.

Thorpe et al., 2011

6.

What was your first choice of program?

Open text response

What year of study are you currently
enrolled in?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5.
7.
8.

9.

Was a program with an Early Childhood
Education focus your first choice?

Are you currently a registered member of
the College of Early Childhood Educators?

Are you currently enrolled in a degree or
diploma program?

10. Which degree are you currently enrolled in
and at what institution?

1.
2.

1.
2.

1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

First Year
Second Year
Third Year
Fourth Year
Fifth Year and/or above
Degree
Diploma

Bachelor of Applied Science in Child,
Youth and Family Studies: Child Stream,
University of Guelph
Bachelor of Arts in Early Childhood
Studies, Ryerson University
Bachelor of Early Childhood Leadership,
Fanshawe College
Bachelor of Early Childhood Leadership,
Conestoga College
Bachelor of Child Development, George
Brown
Bachelor of Child Development Seneca
Bachelor of Early Learning and
Community Development, Algonquin
Bachelor of Early Childhood Leadership,
Sheridan
Honors Bachelor of Applied Science in
Early Childhood Studies, Guelph-Humber

Researcher-created

Researcher-created
Thorpe et al., 2011

Researcher-created
Researcher-created

Researcher-created
Researcher-created
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Questions

Response Options

Source

11. Are you planning to or did you take the
child stream courses required to register
with the College of Early Childhood Educators upon the completion of your program?

1.
2.
3.

Researcher-created

12. Which diploma program are you currently
enrolled in and at what institution?

Yes
No
Maybe

1. Early Childhood Education Diploma,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

13. Do you plan to register with the College
of Early Childhood Educators upon the
completion of your program?

1.
2.

Fanshawe
Early Childhood Education Diploma,
Conestoga
Early Childhood Education Diploma,
Sheridan
Early Childhood Education Diploma,
Seneca
Early Childhood Education Diploma,
George Brown
Early Childhood Education Diploma,
Algonquin
Yes
No

Researcher-created

Researcher-created

14. What is your reasoning for not registering
with the College of Early Childhood
Educators?

Open text response

Researcher-created

15. What is your reasoning for registering with
the College of Early Childhood Educators?
16. Would you want to work in child care
after you complete your post-secondary
program?

Open text response
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Researcher-created

17. What is your rationale for wanting to work
in child care?

Open text response

Researcher-created

19. Why are you unsure about a career in Early
Childhood Education?

Open text response

Researcher-created

18. What is your rationale for not wanting to
work in child care?

20. You indicated that you wish to register with
the College of Early Childhood Educators,
but do not wish to practice (or are unsure
about practicing), please further explain
your rationale for registering but not
practicing.

No
Preferably not
Unsure
Possible
Yes

Open text response

Open text response

Thorpe et al., 2011

Researcher-created

Researcher-created
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Questions

Response Options

Source

21. If you do not intend to practice as an ECE,
what career path do you intend to pursue?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Researcher-created

22. Why are you considering pursuing a career
in [selected response from Question 21
inserted]?

Open text response

Researcher-created

23. Tell me about why you chose the Early
Childhood Education program that you are
currently enrolled in.

Open text response

Sermon, 2014

24. Tell me about the pros and cons you think
about when considering a career in Early
Childhood Education and Care?

Open text response

25. Please indicate how each of the following
factors affect your intentions about working in child care?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

26. How has your program of study impacted your view about working with young
children?)

Open text response

Researcher-created

Open text response

Researcher-created

28. At this time have you completed a practicum and/ or placement?

1.
2.

Yes
No

Researcher-created

30. Do you think you have begun to develop a
professional identity as an Early Childhood
Educator?

1. Yes
2. No

Researcher-created

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Level of Pay
Work Conditions
Opportunity for Leadership
Status
Children’s Well Being

27. What is your current Grade Point Average
(GPA) rounded to the nearest percentage?
(e.g., 78)

29. Would you describe your placement and/or 1.
practicum experience (in an Early Child2.
hood Education environment) as positive?
Please explain why or why not.

31. Has anyone played a significant role in
influencing your professional identity
development?
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Teaching
Occupational therapy
Speech language pathology
Research based Master’s program
Child life specialist
Social work
Other, please specify: _______

Strong Barrier
Barrier
Unsure
Incentive
Strong Incentive

Yes _________
No __________

Open text response

Thorpe et al., 2011

Researcher-created

Researcher-created
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Source

32. What experiences have been influential in
Open text response
the formation of your professional identity?

Researcher-created

34. What is your image of people who work in
child care?

Researcher-created

33. How has your post-secondary program
influenced your thinking about child care?

Open text response

35. Do you believe that Early Childhood
Educators are seen as playing an
important role in society? (For example, in
comparison to teachers)

Open text response

36. I think Early Childhood Education is a
rewarding profession.
37. I like Early Childhood Education.

38. I admire the way that Early Childhood
Educators live and work.

39. I think an Early Childhood Educators’ work
is very interesting.

Open text response

1.
2.
3.
4.

Strongly Disagree
Disagree

Researcher-created

Researcher-created
Zhang et al., 2016

Agree

Strongly Agree

40. I think being an Early Childhood Educator
is fulfilling/brings a sense of achievement.
41. I frequently pay attention to information
about the Early Childhood Education profession.

42. I often participate in training and lectures
for Early Childhood Educators and Early
Childhood Education promotion.
43. I often read literature related to Early
Childhood Education.

44. If I choose to be an Early Childhood
Educator in the future, I will choose to
work as an Early Childhood Educator for an
extended period of time.
45. I think the work environment for Early
Childhood Educators is great.

46. I think the social status of Early Childhood
Educators is high.
47. I think an Early Childhood Educator is a
highly respected occupation.
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Source

48. What challenges do you think individuals
might face as Early Childhood Educators?

Open text response

Researcher-created

50. If you have any additional comments or
feedback that you would like to provide
about training or preservice Early
Childhood Educators’ intentions to enter
the field, please type them below.

Open text response

Researcher-created

49. List the qualities you would expect to find
in an Early Childhood Educator that you
would describe as professional.
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Deepening Collaboration with Children
Through the Principles of
Cooperative Learning
Kimberly Squires, MEd, RECE, OCT

Abstract
The educators’ and children’s co-construction of the early learning and care curriculum is of growing
importance in Ontario. Regretfully, this collaboration sometimes emerges in a tokenistic or superficial manner
in practice. This article presents thoughts on the opportunity for early learning educators to consider another
perspective that could deepen their collaboration with children during curriculum development. Drawing on
the principles of cooperative learning, a pedagogical model often used in grade school and adult learning, early
learning educators are encouraged to reflect on the decisions they are making and interactions they are having
to ensure that they are supporting a view of co-construction.
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Deepening Collaboration with Children
Through the Principles of Cooperative Learning
“Learning is a cooperative and communicative activity, in which children construct knowledge,
make meaning of the world, together with adults and, equally important, other children:
that is why we emphasize that the young child as learner is an active co-constructor.”
							Dahlberg, Moss, & Pence, 2013, p. 53

Discussion about cooperation and collaboration within early learning and care settings is often focused on
educators working together (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014). With the growing image of educators and
children as co-constructors of the early learning and care curriculum, it is essential to bring more consideration
to the collaborative connections that involve children (Dahlberg et al., 2013; Edwards, Gandini, & Forman,
2012; Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014; Stacey, 2018; Wien, 2014). Though awareness of co-construction
is increasing, it is sometimes the case that children’s participation in curriculum development occurs in a
tokenistic or superficial manner (Ho Chan, 2010; Hyun & Marshall, 2003; Vanegas-Grimaud, 2017).

Varied perspectives can assist educators in reflecting on their actions and decisions to ensure that they are
truly supporting children’s agency in curriculum development. This article aims to bring cooperative learning,
a pedagogical model often used in grade schools and adult learning, into the pedagogies of early learning to
support less-tokenistic inclusions of children. To date, a connection between cooperative learning and early
learning has not yet been made within published literature; however, as will be discussed, there are many
underlying associations to cooperative learning within Ontario’s early learning pedagogy, How Does Learning
Happen? (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014). It is likely that a lack of formal knowledge about cooperative
learning within the field of early learning and care has prevented this connection from being made thus far. This
article seeks to address this knowledge gap.

This is not to say that educators and children will be involved in true cooperative learning experiences together,
but rather that the principles of cooperative learning could offer some additional insight into deepening
relationships and collaborations with young children, particularly surrounding the co-construction of
curriculum. Throughout this article I will discuss early learning experiences that have connections to cooperative
learning and the perceived impact that they had on the early learning curriculum and context. Consideration of
the principles of cooperative learning offers an opportunity for us, as educators, to have more awareness of the
language we are using, the choices we are making, and the interactions we are having to create and maintain
authentic co-learning relationships with young children. We, as educators working with young children, have a
fundamental responsibility to ensure that their perspectives and rights are supported.

Young Children and Educators as Co-constructors

The image of educators co-constructing knowledge and curriculum with children has gathered increasing
attention in Ontario with the release of How Does Learning Happen? Ontario’s Pedagogy for the Early Years
(Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014). This pedagogical document builds on past policy frameworks and
guiding documents to further articulate Ontario’s vision for the early years. Within this document, educators
are seen to “…engage with, observe, and listen to children. They discuss with other educators, as well as with
children and families and caregivers, the possibilities for children’s further exploration in increasingly complex
ways. All are co-learners, constructing knowledge together” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014, p. 15). It is
also stated that “children thrive in programs where they and their families are valued as active participants
and contributors” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014, p. 2). Though educator engagement with children as
co-learners is identified as an effective pedagogical approach numerous times throughout the document, there
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is little guidance given about how educators might be able to create these collaborative relationships. The
concept of emergent curriculum, the development of which has been influenced by the educators of Reggio
Emilia, is an early learning pedagogy that helps to explain where this view of co-construction in Ontario’s
pedagogy for the early years originated. It is important to note that the term “emergent curriculum,” though it is
currently a commonplace concept in the field of early learning within Ontario, is not used in How Does Learning
Happen?. The Ontario Ministry of Education’s pedagogical document instead focuses on inquiry as a vehicle for
promoting children’s engagement and learning, rather than on teaching or a specific curriculum framework
(Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014).
Emergent curriculum was a term first used by Elizabeth Jones in the 1970s and is now a pedagogy used by
many educators (Hyun & Marshall, 2003; Wien, 2014). With its roots in the work of recognized theorists Dewey,
Piaget, and Vygotsky, emergent curriculum is described as a dynamic approach that involves a collaboration
between educators and children (Jones, 2012; Stacey, 2018). This pedagogical approach is flexible and
constantly developing in response to the interactions between educators, children, and their environment
(Jones, 2012; Stacey, 2018; Wien, 2014). Each participant has an important role within an emergent curriculum
as it is initiated by the children and framed by the educator (Jones, 2012; Stacey, 2018). For this reason,
educators must be keen observers in the classroom and use what they see and hear from the children to bring
opportunities for them to discover and construct new knowledge; similarly, the children must be actively
participating within the environment for these observations to occur (Stacey, 2018). The constant evolution of
an emergent curriculum means that the success of its implementation is dependent on teacher initiative and
intrinsic motivation (Jones, 2012). Indeed, Wien (2014) suggests that the foundational element of educators’
capacity to create emergent curriculum is their pedagogical beliefs and attitude. Therefore, it is critical for us,
as educators, to reflect on our current beliefs and question our practices to ensure that we are supporting our
collaborative intentions.

The approach of the educators of Reggio Emilia has some similar characteristics to emergent curriculum;
however, it places an even greater emphasis on collaboration between educators and children. While emergent
curriculum is a common concept within Ontario, the approach of the educators of Reggio Emilia could be
more closely linked to the concepts of project- or inquiry-based learning. This pedagogical approach has been
influential in shaping the views of many other educators and shares the image of the child as a contributing
member of the educational setting (Edwards et al., 2012; Stacey, 2018). In Reggio Emilia, children are viewed
as “protagonists in society, bearing the right to be listened to and to participate, to be part of the group and take
action alongside others on the basis of their own particular experiences and level of consciousness” (Edwards
et al., 2012, p. 150). Teachers are also viewed as protagonists and participants with children and families
(Edwards et al., 2012). The teachers are not viewed as curriculum planners but rather as “co-constructor[s]
of knowledge,” making a clear statement about the collaborative efforts between the educators and children
(Dahlberg et al., 2013; Edwards et al., 2012, p. 149). The educators of Reggio Emilia authentically engage in
intellectual dialogue with the children to join their curiosity and inquiries (Edwards et al., 2012). It is interesting
to note that the control in these interactions is shared as both the educators’ and children’s contributions to
the interactions are viewed as important (Edwards et al., 2012). The educator sometimes provides leadership
in the conversation and sometimes focuses on stepping back to listen for a child’s theory that could deepen the
experience for the rest of the children (Edwards et al., 2012).

While attending the recent Canadian Study Tour in Reggio Emilia in March 2018, I observed this respectful
process of dialogue between the children and educators. The educators’ intentional phrasing showed the
shared control of these interactions. I observed the educators asking the children, “In your opinion, what is …?”
and “Do you agree with …?” to gain their perspective on the topic. Rather than simply stating their ideas, the
educators would offer them as suggestions by stating, “I am proposing…” and “In my opinion….” The educators
would also make a point of bringing the children’s attention to their peers’ ideas by commenting, “Did you see
what … is doing?” This use of language that supports the shared control of the interaction is consistent with the
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educators’ view of the children as contributing members of the learning community. Both the educators and
children are given the opportunity to share their perspectives, but both are offered as opportunities for further
dialogue, rather than as final words.

A Child’s Right to Participate

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, which is briefly mentioned in How Does Learning
Happen? Ontario’s Pedagogy for the Early Years, is also a key consideration in the discussion of children’s
participation in curriculum development. The United Nations General Comment No. 7, which specifically focuses
on early childhood, states the importance of children’s participation from a broader point of view, rather than
just from the Ontario perspective. Within this document, it is stated that, “Young children should be recognized
as active members of families, communities and societies, with their own concerns, interests and points of
view” (Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2005, p. 3). This understanding
of children as rights-holders should be embedded throughout their lives (Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights, 2005). MacNaughton, Hughes, and Smith (2007) address General Comment
No. 7 and suggest that collaboration between educators and children can best be achieved by educators taking
an intellectual approach that encourages social change. They believe that educators can use their professional
knowledge to effectively create collaborative social structures with children that allow all voices to be heard
(MacNaughton et al., 2007). Therefore, as educators, we need to ensure that children have been given the
opportunity to express their views and feelings and that this information is taken seriously (Swadener, Peters,
& Gaches, 2013).
That is not to say that children’s opinions should simply be endorsed; instead, a process of dialogue and exchange
should occur, just as it would in ideal circumstances between two adults (Ho Chan, 2010, p. 42). Though the
context of this right to participation is targeted at larger ideas such as children’s inclusion in the development
of policies, we have a responsibility as educators working with young children to be cognizant of the early
experiences that we are supporting. This is an opportunity for us to show our understanding of the importance
of children’s right to participate and ensure that we are supporting this right in our experiences with children.

Overview of Cooperative Learning

Cooperative learning is a pedagogical model that has been extensively researched since Morton Deutsch
introduced it in 1949 (Johnson & Johnson, 2005). It is founded on social interdependence theory, which
states that the structure of participants’ goals influences their interactions that, in turn, impact the outcomes
of the situation (Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2009, 2014). Cooperative learning has been widely incorporated
in educational settings throughout the world, including in schools, universities, and adult training programs
(Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2009, 2014).
Cooperative learning is best defined by its five key principles: positive interdependence, promotive interaction,
individual accountability, use of social skills appropriate for small groups, and group processing (Johnson &
Johnson, 1999, 2014).
•
•
•

Positive interdependence in cooperative learning exists when individuals believe that their goal attainment is linked with the goal attainment of other individuals (Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2014). In other
words, the attainment of an individual’s goal is dependent on another person also attaining their goal.

Promotive interaction in cooperative learning involves individuals engaging in actions to increase their
ability to attain their goals (Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2014). These actions can vary, but some examples
are helping each other, exchanging resources, effectively communicating, constructively managing conflict, mutually influencing each other, and trusting each other (Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2014).

Individual accountability in cooperative learning exists when each member of a group contributes to the
attainment of goals (Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2014). This accountability is usually achieved by each
member feeling a sense of responsibility to the other group members (Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2014).
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The appropriate use of social skills is critical since group members interact with each other in cooperative learning. Individuals must be able to get to know and trust each other, communicate accurately, accept and support each other, and resolve conflict constructively (Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2009, 2014).

Lastly, group processing involves group members reflecting on how they are functioning together (Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2014). This processing occurs when group members think about which member
actions were helpful or unhelpful in attaining their goals and when members make decisions about which
actions to continue or change (Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2014).

Successfully incorporating these five principles into a learning experience has been shown to have many
benefits for the learning process.

Various studies have been conducted to show the benefits of cooperative learning (e.g., Bullard & Bullock,
2004; Johnson & Johnson, 2005, 2016; Le, Janssen, & Wubbels, 2018; Prieto Saborit, Fernandez-Rio, Checchini
Estrada, Mendez-Gimenez, & Mendez Alonso, 2016; Rand, 2000). Specifically, it has been found that cooperative
learning increases participants’ academic learning and retention (Bullard & Bullock, 2004; Johnson & Johnson,
2009, 2014; Le at al., 2018; Prieto Saborit et al., 2016; Rand, 2000), improves relationships among participants
(Bullard & Bullock, 2004; Johnson & Johnson, 2009; Rand, 2000), increases prosocial behaviours (Bullard &
Bullock, 2004; Johnson & Johnson, 2009, 2014; Rand, 2000), improves participants’ decision-making abilities
(Johnson & Johnson, 2009), and enhances social and cognitive development (Johnson & Johnson, 2009,
2014). It has also been suggested that engaging students in cooperative learning experiences could help them
become involved and contributing citizens in a democracy (Gokce Erbil & Kocabas, 2018; Johnson & Johnson,
2016). Although cooperative learning has been extensively used and researched, there is a paucity of research
examining its use in early childhood education. The motivational and cognitive benefits of using cooperative
learning within elementary, secondary, and adult education settings suggest that it is important to understand
the impact that cooperative learning could have in settings with younger children (Bullard & Bullock, 2004;
Johnson & Johnson, 2005; Rand, 2000).

Use of Cooperative Learning with Preservice Early Childhood
Educators

Two studies explore the use of cooperative learning with preservice early childhood educators (Bullard
& Bullock, 2004; Rand, 2000). Though both studies report benefits related to the educators’ engagement
in cooperative learning experiences, neither of the studies assesses the educators’ later use of cooperative
learning principles within their early learning programs.
Bullard and Bullock (2004) note the importance of collaboration in many teaching relationships, particularly
those in Reggio Emilia. They intentionally designed a course using cooperative learning activities to give their
early childhood education students experience working cooperatively and to help them gain techniques that
they could use in future teaching experiences (Bullard & Bullock, 2004). When comparing the cooperative
learning course design to their previous course design, Bullard and Bullock find an increase in productive
conflict related to differences of opinions, theories, and perspectives, which they find pushed their students
to engage in reflective dialogue and gain deeper understandings. They also note an increase in supportive
relationships, conflict resolution abilities, and ability for collaborative work, and a decrease in unproductive
conflict related to group processes and relationships among classmates (Bullard & Bullock, 2004).

Rand (2000) also examines the use of cooperative learning with preservice early childhood educators by setting
up a group experience and observing the processes that the students used to complete the assignment. The
project was not intentionally structured as a cooperative learning experience, but the principles of cooperative
learning were observed in some of the students’ processes (Rand, 2000). Rand finds that the groups that more
closely structured their processes to reflect a cooperative learning experience had increased levels of motivation,
achievement, and development of positive interpersonal relationships. In addition, the increased achievement is
closely related to the social aspect of students sharing information and learning from each other (Rand, 2000).
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With regard to teacher education, Prieto Saborit et al. (2016) find that implementing a cooperative learning
teacher training and monitoring program influences primary and secondary school teachers’ positive attitudes
toward cooperative learning and increases the likelihood of them using the methodology in their own classrooms.
Though the context of this study is primary and secondary schools, it is worth considering what this could mean
for educators in early learning and care settings. These findings offer an interesting opportunity for future
research regarding the impact that incorporating knowledge about cooperative learning within the preservice
training of early childhood educators could have on educators’ later development of early learning curriculum.

Considering Cooperative Learning in the Context of Early
Childhood Education and Care

The case for children and educators as co-constructors of early learning and care curriculum has been clearly
stated. Unfortunately, as previously mentioned, the involvement of children in curriculum development can
emerge in practice in a superficial or tokenistic manner (Ho Chan, 2010, p. 40; Hyun & Marshall, 2003; VanegasGrimaud, 2017). Even if an educator believes in co-construction, it is sometimes the case that their actions and
decisions in practice do not support it. An educator may not have reflected on the impact of their actions to
understand whether they are truly supporting the concept (Vanegas-Grimaud, 2017). In addition, educators
in practice may not truly consider the children’s perspectives, thoughts, and ideas and may instead simply ask
for children’s input because they have been told that they should. It is critical to consider additional practices
that could strengthen the collaboration between educators and children to ensure that children’s rights and
perspectives are supported.
An understanding of cooperative learning could help educators consider the impact of their decisions and
give guidance to help them avoid superficial inclusion of children in the unfolding of learning experiences and
wider curriculum development. More cooperative curriculum development could be achieved by viewing the
principles of cooperative learning within the context of the educators’ and children’s relationships in early
learning and care settings. The following sections provide consideration of each of the five principles of
cooperative learning as applied to early childhood education. A variety of stories from early learning and care
contexts has been included within these sections to help demonstrate these principles in connection to current
early learning practices. In doing so, I examine how an awareness of the principles of cooperative learning can
be used within daily practices and interactions to better support the co-construction of curriculum.

Principle 1: Positive Interdependence

The goals of the educators and the children in a co-constructed early learning curriculum are different; however,
the goals are interdependent. The educators’ goal is to develop a curriculum that is meaningful, engaging,
and supports children’s growth and development (Edwards et al., 2012; Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014;
Stacey, 2018). Though a child may not think of it as a goal, their primary interest in an early learning setting is
to explore and learn in ways that are meaningful and engaging to them. Accordingly, Hyun and Marshall (2003)
found that a driving force in a co-constructed early learning curriculum seemed to be children’s interest in
having a voice in their own meaning-making and inquiry. An educator’s listening skills also are essential for the
attainment of both educator and child goals. For children’s interests and inquiries to be understood and reflected
in the curriculum, it is important for we educators to prioritize listening to the children’s words, actions, and
the various other languages that they may use to communicate their theories and interests (Edwards et al.,
2012). This act of listening helps ensure that the curriculum is truly meaningful and engaging for the children.
These ongoing observations of the children’s inquiries can also be important for the continued expansion of
the curriculum through deeper questioning and access to related learning materials (Stacey, 2018). If we can
more accurately understand children’s working theories, it is more likely that we will be able to encourage the
children to deepen their exploration of the topic by introducing new ideas and questions.
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The learning environment is a key contributor to the attainment of goals within early learning and care settings.
It acts as a third teacher, providing a space for children and educators to thrive, connect, and be inspired
(Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014). The children and educators depend on each other to maintain a safe and
effective learning environment in which everyone can function. We must ensure that the environment is set up
in inclusive and engaging ways that help children feel comfortable and focused (Ontario Ministry of Education,
2014). Likewise, the children must respect the environment and the work being completed there in order for
the educators and other children to attain their goals. It is critical to remember that the learning environment
provides a context for not just the children to learn, but also for educators.

Incorporating real objects into the toddler program has always been a focus of mine. When my small home
microwave broke down, it seemed like a perfect opportunity to bring it into my classroom. Interested in seeing
how the children would incorporate “microwaving” into their play that morning, my teaching partner and
I cut off the cord and placed it on the shelf in the home area. As soon as the children entered the classroom,
they immediately noticed the shiny black box and asked, “What’s this? Is this a new thing?” As the children got
closer to the object, one child noticed her reflection in the front door and happily said, “I see me!” A child then
noticed the buttons on the side of the microwave and said, “What are these?”, to which another child helpfully
responded, “Those are buttons.” The discovery of the buttons led to the development of an interesting new
game where they would tag one side of the box and then quickly move to the other side to tag it as well. This
continued for a few minutes until, during one of his turns pressing the buttons on the front of the box, a child
noticed a pizza symbol. “We’re having pizza! Do you like pizza?” was the next instruction from the children
as they all sat down to enjoy a slice of imaginary pizza. Once the pizza was served, a child looked back at the
box and said, “A video is coming right up!” The rest of the children took this as a cue to gather chairs, and they
all lined up around the front of the box. The children made sure each one of them had a comfortable spot to
view the box, with one child commenting, “You’ll see much better if you sit right here!” as she patted a chair
beside her. After the children sat looking at the box for awhile, one of the children commented, “I think we
need to fix it. It’s not working.” He grabbed a metal jug and poured something onto the box that seemed to
fix the “video.” As more children entered the classroom, they too were invited to watch the video. The children
added more and more chairs to ensure that everyone had a comfortable place to sit.

When we brought the microwave into our classroom,
my teaching partner and I had not considered that
the children would not recognize the object. We were
interested in seeing how the children would incorporate
the object into their play but assumed that this would
happen through microwaving and preparing food. When it
was obvious that the children did not recognize the object
or know its intended purpose, we made the choice not to
show them how it worked and instead listened eagerly to
the experience as it unfolded. We had influence in the play
scenario by providing the microwave, while the children
provided influence in the scenario by sharing their ideas
for its use. Through the children’s leadership in the play
scenario, the object took on many more meanings and
purposes than it likely would have if we had simply shown
them how it worked. The children also created a sense of
interconnection by ensuring that each child and educator
in the classroom was welcomed to use the box with them.
A play scenario that could have included only one or two
children easily incorporated all the children and educators Figure 1. Children gathered around waiting
for the video. (Photo: Kimberly Squires)
by the end of it.
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While reflecting on this experience, I considered the assumptions that I had made about the children’s actions
and began to understand that my preconceived ideas did not leave room for the children’s interpretations and
leadership in the development of the curriculum activity or the achievement of either of our goals. Luckily, my
curiosity about the children’s ideas in the play scenario prevented me from interjecting when the scenario was
not progressing the way I thought it would, and the experience that unfolded better met both my own goals
as the educator and the children’s goals. This experience led me to reconsider some of the assumptions I was
bringing into the learning environment and the impact that they could have on the children’s co-leadership of
the curriculum.

Principle 2: Promotive Interaction

Engaging in interactive meaning making and having mutual influence over the development of the curriculum
can help both educators and children achieve their goals. A co-constructed early learning curriculum is said to
originate from the child and be framed by the teacher (Edwards et al., 2012; Stacey, 2018). The children are likely
to show interest in many ideas and inquiries, and we educators must observe and propose future experiences
to support meaningful aspects (Edwards et al., 2012). A co-constructed curriculum could also originate from an
educator’s provocation that leads to the children’s engagement (Edwards et al., 2012). We may present a topic
to the children, engage them through probing questions, and then encourage the children to express their own
theories or questions to guide the direction of future related experiences (Edwards et al., 2012).
Children hold knowledge about the world that is different from that of adults and, when children are given the
space to share this knowledge, it can help adults develop new understandings of the children’s perspectives. As
educators, we should remain skeptical about our already established knowledge. Both educators and children
will benefit from educators continuously de-constructing their existing perceptions and re-constructing them
with the inclusion of the children’s diverse perspectives (Hyun & Marshall, 2003).
After bringing watercolour paints and pencils into her classroom, a colleague recognized that many of the
children seemed to be intrigued with using these materials. Not knowing much about watercolours herself,
she brought in an instructional watercolour book that introduced a variety of techniques for using the paints.
She invited the children to look through the book with her and asked if there were any techniques that they
thought they might like to try. While they were looking through the book, the children asked questions and
made comments about the information that they were gathering from the images, and the educator read
out some excerpts to provide more detailed information. The children made comments such as, “I can draw
that flower!” and “Look what they are doing here!” They eventually settled on a speckling technique that they
were interested in trying out. Together, the educator and children read over the instructions for the technique
and decided which type of brush they thought would work best. They gathered the necessary brushes, paints,
water, and paper and both the children and educator worked on practicing the technique. A few days later,
the educator brought in several fresh flowers with a natural speckle and set them out as an invitation on the
table with a variety of brushes and watercolour paints. Several children gathered at the table and began to
paint the flowers. As they observed the flowers more closely, the children noticed the natural speckled pattern
on several of the petals. Without prompting, they began to use the speckling technique they had learned with
the educator. They commented, “Look! I’m speckling!”

The exploration of watercolour paints was sparked by the educators’ observation of the children’s interest in
this material. Noting that the children were continually seeking out these paints, she considered how she could
encourage the meaningful use of these materials for both herself and the children. Rather than placing herself
as the expert in the interaction by simply learning about the techniques on her own and then teaching the
children, the educator recognized this as an opportunity to construct this knowledge with the children. Bringing
in an outside resource that they could use together helped the children and educator engage in promotive
interactions where they shared mutual influence over the construction of the curriculum. The outside resource
helped the educator and children understand the concepts together without one of them holding more control
over the direction of the learning.
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Principle 3: Individual Accountability
There is an integrated aspect of individual accountability in a co-constructed early learning curriculum because
the educators and children must both participate in the creation and implementation for it to be meaningful.
In a co-constructed curriculum, the educators and children form a community of learners, along with family
members and other educators (Edwards et al., 2012). Each member of the community plays an important role
in the development of the curriculum. Educators observe and interact with the children to gain an accurate
understanding of their interests and needs, so that the curriculum can be relevant and meaningful to the
children. Similarly, the children engage in the discussions and explorations offered by the educator so that
they can make their current theories and interests known and impact the direction of the curriculum. Without
this participation from the children, it is more likely that future developments in the curriculum will not be
consistent with the children’s current understandings or interests.
The relationships and bonds that are formed between educators and children also impact the sense of
accountability within the co-constructed curriculum. The interactions between educators and children
encourage a sense of connectedness and support feelings of being valued within the learning community
(Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014). The creation and maintenance of secure relationships provide optimal
support for children’s participation, collaboration, and learning (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014).

Like many child care centres, the end of summer and early September are busy times with the transition
of older children out of programs and younger children into programs. This time of the year is often more
stressful for educators because of the additional demands of helping new children become comfortable
within the program. While reflecting on these experiences, one of my colleagues recently spoke about the
important mentorship role that the children in her classroom were taking on. She commented that the older
children had been showing the younger children some of the routines within the classroom both on their
own and with some prompting from her. She said, “I believe this is building confidence in our older children
and building relationships with their new peers. The children’s role when using this type of language is an
increase in leadership and responsibility. They seem to feel proud to show their new friends ‘the ropes.’ I feel
like my role becomes more like I’m guiding as opposed to teaching.”

Helping new children settle into an early learning program can typically be seen as a role that the educators
are responsible for; however, it is clear that the children should play an important role in this experience. By
encouraging the older children to provide mentorship and support to the younger children in the program, the
educators were able to encourage the children’s participation in the development of the learning community.
A task that is often seen as the educators’ responsibility is transformed into something that all community
members have individual accountability for supporting.

Principle 4: Use of Appropriate Social Skills

The use of appropriate social skills is essential to cooperative learning and is usually an area of focus for early
learning settings. Early childhood educators act as models and guides to help young children develop the
social skills that they will need throughout their lives (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014). The relationships
between educators and children offer an opportunity for children to develop communication skills, social and
cognitive competence, and prosocial behaviours through positive interactions (Ontario Ministry of Education,
2014). It is important to view the use of these social skills not at a level that some might consider appropriate
for a child, but at a level that is necessary for engaging in a cooperative learning experience. The most authentic
involvement of social skills occurs when we communicate with children in a way that is consistent with our
interactions with an adult in a cooperative situation. Educators and children should show respect for each
other’s contributions both by supporting them and questioning them. We should engage in intellectual
dialogue with the children that asks for opinions to be shared, and questions existing theories, thoughts,
and assumptions (Edwards et al., 2012). Through this exercise of negotiating their varying perspectives, the
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educators and children will develop deeper understandings, create new meanings; accept differing viewpoints,
opinions, and experience; and constructively resolve conflicts (Edwards et al., 2012).

To support a sense of community in their classroom, the educators in one of our preschool classrooms
engaged the children in creating a set of classroom agreements. The educators had been observing an
increase of rough physical behaviours in the classroom and were concerned about the impact this was having
on the relationships in the program. Rather than simply deciding on the classroom rules that they wanted
to have and communicating these to the children, the educators shared their concerns with the children and
asked them if they had any concerns. The educators and children had a conversation about the impact these
behaviours had had on their relationships and then discussed the expectations that they had for each other
(i.e., educators for children, children for educators, children for children, educators for educators). They all
talked about the impact of these expectations and their importance for creating a community of learners. At
the end of the discussion, the members of the classroom decided on the following four agreements: be safe,
be respectful, be kind, and be helpful. Each of the children and educators placed their thumbprint on a chart
beside each of the agreements to signify their commitment to fulfilling them. As situations have arisen within
the classroom that needed mediation, the educators and children have gone back to these agreements to
ensure that they are being met and, if not, to discuss how they could be met.

Figure 2. The agreements that the children and educators decided on together. (Photos: Kimberly
Squires)
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During the creation of their classroom agreements, the educators and children negotiated their varied
perspectives to arrive at a solution that they all supported. Rather than simply stating rules for the children
to follow, the educators engaged the children in the creation of the agreements so that the behaviour guides
would reflect the children’s opinions as well as their own. It was beneficial for the educators to openly address
their concerns with the children and engage in a dialogue where the children also had the opportunity to share
their concerns and opinions. The discussion helped both the educators and children understand each other’s
perspectives more clearly and allowed a consensus to be created.

Principle 5: Group Processing

Each of the toddler and preschool classrooms within our child care centre has developed a routine of having
a daily morning meeting. These meetings occur at the start of each morning and allow the educators and
children to connect and construct a plan for the day. The meetings often start with the educators and children
welcoming and greeting each other. They usually then take the time to sing some favourite songs or read
a favourite story as a way to come together. Once they have connected, the children and educators create
a plan for the day. They discuss past interests, share pictures or documentation of previous experiences,
and then build on these ideas to discuss new directions for the curriculum. The morning meetings offer an
important opportunity for the children and educators to connect, reflect, and discuss. As the educators in
one of our classrooms have written, “Our hope for our morning meeting time is to have the children feel
connected to their learning, to each other, and to us as co-learners on this journey together.”
Reflection is critical to the meaningful development of early learning and care programs (Ontario Ministry
of Education, 2014). Reflective practice is often seen as an individual or educator-to-educator process, but
it is also important to engage children in these practices as their perspective could differ. A key opportunity
for group processing occurs through small or large group gatherings, such as community circles or morning
meetings. These gatherings provide an opportunity for us to sit with the children and discuss topics related
to current and future curriculum directions. In an early learning and care setting, the educator often leads
the community circle or gathering time but should ensure that they are doing so in a way that encourages
participation from the children and shares control with them. As mentioned above, this gathering time is an
important opportunity for connections to be made between the educators and children. We may offer prompts
or questions to encourage the children’s reflection on a specific experience, member action, working theory,
or future curriculum direction (Hyun & Marshall, 2003). That said, the children can also offer an important
perspective through their responses and suggestions. This reflective process helps the educators and
children ensure that their actions and decisions are supporting the co-constructive experience of curriculum
development.

Moving Forward and Reconsidering Our Practices

Bringing cooperative learning into early learning pedagogy offers an additional perspective for educators
to consider with regard to their collaboration with children. Developing an awareness of the principles of
cooperative learning can help ensure that support of children’s participation in curriculum development
does not emerge in a tokenistic or superficial manner, but rather from an understanding of the important
perspective that children offer. For example, it would have been easier for the educators to decide on some
rules for the classroom and present these to the children but, by instead engaging in a conversation with the
children where everyone was encouraged to share their perspective, the educators and children were able to
come to four agreements that were reflective of both the educators’ and children’s viewpoints. Through this
process, we educators can ensure that we are not only respecting children’s right to participation but also that
we are intentionally supporting it in our ongoing decisions, actions, and interactions.

We can start off by reflecting on our current beliefs, assumptions, and priorities related to the co-construction
of curriculum. A fundamental question to be considered at the beginning of this process is, “Do you support
the view of educators and children as co-constructors of early learning curriculum?” Once we have considered
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our central beliefs related to this concept, we can begin to reflect on specific actions to ensure that we are
supporting this view. Oftentimes, we may believe that our actions are fulfilling our beliefs, but, until we truly
consider the implications of those beliefs, we may not realize that we have adopted them for convenience. If,
during the reflective process, we notice discrepancies between our beliefs and our actions, this awareness
provides an opportunity for us to deconstruct our current actions and reconstruct new practices that better
support our views.

Educators can also consider aspects of their interactions with the children and how these can support the coconstruction of the curriculum. It is important for us to reflect on our current ability to listen to the children,
both verbally and non-verbally. The educators of Reggio Emilia believe that teachers have a tremendous
responsibility to be able to pick up on any of the one hundred languages (i.e. speaking, movement, drawing,
music) that children may use to express themselves (Edwards et al., 2012). We can consider the languages that
we most frequently listen to the children in, any languages that we are less familiar with, and any languages
that we may overlook. As not all children will use verbal language to express their ideas and theories, it can
be beneficial to maintain awareness and understanding of the variety of other languages that children may
use. Though we may have assumptions about the way the curriculum could unfold, it is important for us to
step back and ensure that the children have the opportunity to lead the curriculum development as well. Had
I followed my assumptions about the children’s use of the microwave, the shiny black box would have been
used in far fewer ways and engaged far fewer of the members of our learning community. Both the children’s
goal of engaging in the learning environment in a way that was meaningful to them and my goal of creating a
meaningful learning experience would not have been met.
We can also prioritize gathering times for children and educators to sit and reflect together, such as during
a morning meeting. It is often the case that educators can feel the need to rush through periods of the day
because we feel a crunch for time; however, working these gathering times into our daily routines and rituals
can help ensure that they occur. Intentionally planning opportunities for group processing will support greater
cohesion during the co-construction process and ensure that there is more distribution of leadership. We
can consider the group processes that we have integrated within our early learning and care programs and
ensure that children and educators have an opportunity to reflect on experiences, member actions, and future
curriculum directions. These opportunities to sit and connect are beneficial for both parties having a role in the
co-construction of the curriculum.

If we observe inconsistencies between our views and actions, we may be overwhelmed when we begin to
reconstruct our practices to more authentically encourage children’s participation in the development of
the curriculum (Vanegas-Grimaud, 2017). It is critical to remember the educators’ responsibility to give true
consideration to children’s perspectives and rights. This awareness of the principles of cooperative learning
could give some guidance as we ensure that our practices are supporting these collaborative principles.
Through this process of truly immersing ourselves in a co-constructed curriculum, we can work to create
an environment that not only better supports the children’s learning and development, but also our own as
educators.
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